letter from the south.

Farm, Garden, and Household,
From

Correspondence of the Journal.

Wilmington, X. C., March 7,1870.
Dkak Journal : Since early in January I have
tieen traveling and
visiting in the South, particularly the two Carolinas; and of course hearing atul

the American Stock Journal

DIFFERENT BREEDS OF CATTLE.
Jersey or Ai.im i;m:y. The Jersey, sometimes
ailed Alderney row, i- a <m:dl animal. frequent h
not weighing more than bon ihs., very hardy, thriving on both little and coarse feed, and a great pet
among breeder- who know her good yualiiie-.
Her eapaeity for butter making i- astonisbing.
Kept in an ordinary way, with noexttaeaia or
t< ej. *200 pound- i- not unu-ual. though the yield of
milk i- not great. The quantity ofbutbr i- far superior to that from any other luvcd. sell.- constantly
and readilv in the mark'd- d’lle ei at eities. for 7**>
< nts and a dollar a
pound. < Me of h 'i* j»oeuliariti“s
V **• rtaiti breeder
i- the long time <he give-milk.
\ s nil' befoi«
who always dried hialving. found
-. and had
that he could not do this with the .h 1
|
One:
to milk them to the day «»f dropping the calf.
of his «i*w- m\ r dried up at all in three years.'
though sin had two < alve- in that time.
The inline-- «>t tie* milk and the longtime -lie
e..ntinue> to go. it. more than comj.en.-ato in my
mind, for the larger quantities some other breeds

seeing

•

give/'
The

has been bred at borne among

an

ex-

ceedingly poor people, and i- the poor man*-

row

c\\

there. Here in the 1 nited states, tin* breed i- mostly in the hands of rich people and fain-y farmers,
and the juices are high. < ow- -idling for slini to
sjoo.
Lady l’igott, an aristocratic iady fancier of
this breed, in Kngland, paid s*2.olio—«>rboo guineas,
for Victoria Regia, a fancy e»»u and she declares
that she was the most profitable animal that ever
For the dairy, the Jersey cow
was on her farm.
-veins to be acknowledged to be at the head of all
the breeds.
The true points, we should aim at for the per! ■ction of the Jersey cow, should be
Head tine, long, narrow between the eyes, dishand fleshless—horns short, line, amber color at
lhim pointed with black, and crumpled—e\ »-s black,
large, not too jironiineut, j»ia« id, with a well dcvel•jn .1 orbit—tongue blael—ears thin, -mall, and
•trange within—cheek thin—neck light or lean, with
a -light fall from the shoulders—throat clean—dewlap scanty—breast not too broad—shoulders shilling from front, hack rather thin and light—back
j .-Tfei tly level from the shoulder- to drop of tail—
wirth riith'T round, and forming a waist-like ajv
Mear,m« e win n viewed from the side—rib- stamlnu well out and deep, giving the animal a great
Ml flat-sided animals diminishu tor t'i..»»1.
in- and j»elvis. are objeetionahle.
I’li ,>i
loins wide—pelvis wide, giving
I u„k \
j
1
walk alld J dent > cl room to aeeoin,,v%
J
!
|;,te
;•
p
rge udder—rump long and pretty level
—length increasing also eapaeity for hag—the tail
b( long md wTiip-likt—-the thighs must be
r .ad and thin— a fleshy one, belonging to beefy
attic, leaving n«» room for the development of tutThe c-cuteheon must be broad and running
ill the way uj> to the \ ulva, the hair thereon being
line and velvety to the feel—the udder should run
well under the belly and well up behind, and ought
u. be much shrunk after milking—the teat-must he
of full si/e. not funnel-shuj>»\ and standing well
apart from each other—must nevvr point to the belli or sideways, hut to the ground, where the pail
-taints to; milk—milk veins well developed, running in -i zigzag course, and enti ing the bellv by
,,

—

>■.

ness.

In (treat P.ritain and Ireland, and also in variparts of the continent, of Europe, weeding
tongs made of wood or iron, shaped like large
pincers and provided with grooves or teeth to hold
the plants, are used by farmers for pulling thistles
out of tillage and pasture land.
li frequently occurs in gpriug, when the farmers
are feeding their cows on rutanagas or turnips, that
the milk becomes so strongly impregnated by their
disagreeable taste and odor as to lie unlit for huttermaking. To obviate this, put a pinch of finely
powdered saltpetre into every gallon of cream.
oils
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—
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boiled up, and every third d.iv one

food was not given to them till January. Atmut
At first
the last of the mouth they began to lay.
oue, then three, and by the middle of February
eight eggs, each day, were regularly brought in".
Tills continued with few exceptions,til! the middle
of March; then the liens showed some disposition
to set, and were accommodated.
A nice warm
place In the cellar was given them, and in due season chickens were produced.
In April, we counted twenty-two dozen of eggs for the month! Eggs
were fairly a drug in our domestic economy.
This
yenr the nigs were slaughtered at Thanksgiving,
then the liens came in for the swill. Old plaster
lies in a box ready ior their use; wood-ashes are
piled up for them to roll in; a variety of grain is
fe<l out; and now as I write, in Christmas week,
the eggs begin to come in by twos and threes and
fours. We are now in the midst of a thaw, hut
the. mercury has sunk live degrees below zero. In
those days, pepper was given daily—now we give
none. The secret lies in the boiled, well peppered
food, and variety of grain. If variety serves to
spice our lives, it also serves to give us eggs. Eggs
in the season of ice and shown”
esin lie produced
Just as well as in the month of June and roses.
Give the needed elements to produce them, feed
your hell-engines aright, anil the purely white
spheroids will lie daily deposited; and the'luxury
of fre«h eggs in winter will lie al your onniiainl.

A LEAF FROM LIFE.

PRACTICAL HINTS.
Maine farmer fattened a cow clue fly on tur-j
nips, ami the result surpassed expectation. The
beef was of tine quality, and the tallow unusually 1j
abundant.
Hens. Ibis season of the year, are aerv liable lo
devour their eggs, unless supplied with a variety of i1
nourishing food at regular hours, several times
every day.
Sweet apples are
cxgellcnt for milch cows, when ;
fed in connection with cut feed, or hay. Four
quarts fed daily after other feed will be more satisfactory than eight quarts led at one time.
Many English farmers feed no hay to their work
horsesj but keep them in high working order with
straw, roots and shorts. The equivalent of twelve 1
tons of hay can be produced on one acre in roots.
Placed in a heap with ashes
Dr. Yoelcker says.
or sand, occasionally moistened with liquid manure or water, bone enteres into putrefaction and
become., a more soluble and energetic manure tliau 1
ordinary bone dust.
Some one lias recommended giving a cow from !
which the greatest quantity of milk is expected a
paillul of slightly warm water, in which a quart of i
bran lias been mixed, and a little salt added. This
is to be given three times daily.
A writer m the Mark Lane Express, strongly adIn his own ease he uses
vocate working bulb.
bridle, collar and saddle. 11c says it is remarkable
bow -non a surly bull may be taught obedience by
a man of good common sense, courage and firmV

■

heaping tablespoonful ,,f ground red pepper was
added, and it was fed to sixteen liens and one
rooster. They were mixture of Brahma 1‘ootras
and White-Leghorns, from pure breeds obtained
the previous year. Every morning they were fed
witli grain—one day. oats^ another, screenings
from the mill; another, shelled corn; and a good
supply of fresh water was at hand. The boiled

interesting,

anti if you will

one or two
trifles, perhaps not altogether devoid
of interest. Let us commence at

A DUEL BY GASLIGHT.
lought at one of the fashionable
up-town houses in New York a few days
since, between a Cuban named Francisco de
l’orto, and an Englishman named George
Proude. The difficulty between these two
gentlemen was occasioned by Proude—during a heated discussion of Cuban affairs—
spitting in the face of Porto. The New York
Herald says:
The combatants were determined to light.
dirge cavity.—Tin* lore arm lim-t not be too.
..g- m* muscular, the hock flat and wide, the joints Dot h were good swordsmen ; both had
wrongs
well defined, the canon-bones small and rather
the Cuban to avenge the slander of his
round in the fore-legs and flat in the hind ones, and
hoof- -mail, black, yellow or striped. Shin thin countrymen, his opponent to wipe out the
and yellow and mellow. Tin* general health of the stain that the defiant expectoration of I)c
animal must be gooih and should show vigor.
Porto had inflicted. With what weapons
should they fight ? Pistols p no; for, said they,
CARE OF YOUNG PIGS IN WINTER.
fool can shoot; it takes a swordsman
NY
<j>y the following from the American Agri- “any
to fight a duel,’' and so swords were the
euliui ist for February :
De l’orto insisted on foils, buf
It seems to he generally admitted that the stock weapons.
of pigs in the United States is unusually light. At Proude desired the
ordinary sabre used by
any rate, pork brings a very high price, and this
the cavalry. This question formed the subfact, in the face of a tight money market, is pretty
conclusive evidence that the supply is not equal to ject of much wrangling, but finally De Porto
the demand.
It i- not improbable that farmers j consented, and so far matters afforded mutual
will make, or have already made, an unusual effort satisfaction.
All fhis occurred up town,
to raise a large number of pigs next spring, and if near the house of a
common friend, and a
we have a good corn crop next year, we may see
fashionable one at that, in West Nineteenth
a marked decline in pork trade in the winter of
1S70-1. But the indications now are that pork will street.
be in demand through the coming summer and
Lo that house, then, the parties, accomearly autumn, and we should make it, a point to panied by their seconds on Sunday night, rehave our pigs in such high condition that we can
There was no noise, no unusual
avail ourselves of the high prices. Every farmer paired.
who has a litter of fall pigs should see to it that sound to disturb tbe quietude of the place.
they are kent growing rapidly through the present Few were aware that within an hour one of
winter, ami during next spring ami summer. A two human beings might probably breathe
well-bred fall pig can easily and profitably he made his last.
The preparations were made in sit.o dress 2nd or JUKI pounds at ten months'old.
But
and the hour of two o’clock yesterday
to accomplish this it is absolutely essential that lence,
The
the pigs Ik* provided with comfortable quarters morning was awaited with anxiety.
through the winter, and an furnished with a liber- edges of the keen blades were carefully exal and regular supplv of nutritious food.
AVe do amined and for a
lengthened period scarcely
not advocate fattening pigs during our northern
a word was spoken.
winters, but w< d<> most earnestly advocate keepIt was two o’clock. In the spacious back
>o far as our
ing
ung pigs growing igorously.
observation extends, half our farmer'- do little more parlor of the house in question the parties
than keep their young pigs alive during the winter. assembled ere the echo of the chimes had
Whatever food the voung pigs eat is lost. Thev died out.
Both combatants stripped for the
do n .t gain a pound, and they are so stunted that
the seconds now and (lien whisperhalf the summer i- past before they get into a thriv- contest,
ing condition. No wonder such farmers sav “pigs ing something to those about to engage.
don’t pay.” Bigs kept warm, dry, and comfortable < July a half dozen persons were present, each
tiuollo J
with food enough to keen (>»!«• >/l ^ llOlti
through the wintei
nCITt'"" v.\them nearly fat, will, when spring < one-. grow citoment.
A splendid chandelier shed a Hood
with great rapidity on food but nine better than
of light around the room, though otherwise
that which is ordinarily given to store pigs at that
the place was excessively cold, so cold, inseason; ami so all through the summer, the effect
deed. as to necessitate the wearing of a thin
of the good food and treatment in winter will hi
With the run of a good clover pastvery decided.
walking coat by each of the duelists, both ot
ure, ami the wash from the hou-e and dairy, with whom were attired in
tight pantaloons, all
or so of corn a day. these w cil-wintercd pigs
a
pint
under clothing being entirely dispensed with.
will gain rapid!v, and will at any time he ready for
the butcher. No matter what the price of pork All the arrangements having been completed,
may be, we are satisfied, from experience and oIh the combatants announced their readiness to
servation, that if pigs are kept at alb the onh prt leced.
profitable way is to keep them well. They may
A dead silence ensued, while an ashy palenot always pay, but the liberal feeder lias a better
chance, of getting his money back than the farmer ness seemed to he the prevalent complexion
It i^ true that one of of every man in the room.
The word was
who half starves his pigs.
the objects of keeping pigs is that they may eat
and the duelists crossed swords, and,
given,
food that w ould otherwise he wasted, and w e* would
taken three paces backwards, the
not he understood as advocating anything incon- having
At first a slight timidity
sistent with this idea. If possible, however, the light commenced.
*‘s< uvengers of the barnyard” should be full-grown was apparent on both sides—not so much
breeding sows. Young, growing pigs whether in- timidity, perhaps, as the nervous expectation
tended for breeding purposes or for fattening for incident to the
opening of the encounter.
the butcher, should never he left entirely to chance
after some little hesitation, De Porto
food that they can pick up. Let them have the run Finally,
of the* yards* in winter, and pick up all the food advanced, Proude meanwhile on the alert to
they can find, but never sutler them to depend on receive him. The scene was exciting. All
this alone, unless there is abundant evidence that at once the few spectators were startled
by a
they can find all they need. Farmers should have sudden cut made
by Proude at the head of
a pair of platform scales and weigh their pigs ochis opponent, who, however, deftly parried
casionally, ami they would then ascertain whether
their pigs were receiving good treatment and a and retired a pace or two.
Up to the presproper amount of food. \VY. have just weighed ent both had observed a comparatively sefour
that
at
months
old,
some,
averaged SO pounds rene demeanor, but it was evident the duel
each. They ought to be so fed through the winter
could not be a prolonged one, each being
as to gain 2b pounds a month, and. as they get older
and the weather gets warmer, they should gain a bent on deadly strife.
Having again crossed,
pound a day; and when summer comes, with great skill was displayed by both, their eyes
milk and clover, and a little corn meal, they should
flashing with lire, and endeavoring, as it
gain 1 1-2 pounds a day; and for the hist month or were, to
penetrate each other’s intent.
six weeks before killing, they should gain nearly 2
Admirable swordsmanship was displayed,
pounds a day. We know that this * an he done,
and we also feel certain that, at the mvsent price the cuts being rapid, well-directed, and parof pork and grain, no branch of farming affords a ried with precision.
Up to the present, which
greater profit than liberal feeding of well bred was about five minutes from the commenceto
Next
liberal
a
warm
pigs.
feeding, dry,
pen
ment, De Porto had escaped with a slight
of the greatest importance. Better have a good
scratch on the chest, Proude being unharmed
pen, so constructed that neither wind, nor rain,
when suddenly, Do .Porto offering a temptnor snow can enter; hut, in the absence of such a
pen, the farmer is inexcusable who does not con- ing chance, Proude advanced upon him and
trive some plan for keeping his pigs warm and inflicted a
diagonal cut upon the right thigh.
comfortable. If made of hoards, a few laths can
be used as battens to stop up the cracks. We have It was a fatal move for Proude, tor no sooner
seen pigs shivering in a pen close to a heap of had he leaned forward to make the cut than,
stable litter, where half an hour’s labor with a with lightning-like rapidity, Do Porte followfork would have made the pen comfortable. No ed
up the contrafilio, gashed his opponent on
matter how the snow and wind are kept out. Any
the right shoulder, causing a wound some
that
will
the
cracks
will
answer.
stop
up
thing
With litter or cornstalks a rail pen may easily be five inches in length and about one and a
His sword arm was
made comfortable.
We repeat—feed the young half inches in depth,
pigs well this winter, keep them growing rapidly disabled.
in spring, and then, next summer or autumn, you
Proiule dropped his blade, exclaiming,
can avail yourselves of the unusual demand there
for to-day: you will give me my rewill probably be for good pork.
Neglect the pigs “Enough
this winter, and the probabilities are that vour venge another time,” to which l)c Porto repigs will not be ready to kill before the price has plied :
declined.
Recollect that, in any case, whether
“I am always at your disposition.”
prices decline or not. liberal feeding E more profitSubsequently the parties shook hands and
able than a starvation diet for six months, and
the wounds were examined. That inflicted
afterwards a surfeit of corn.
on Du Porto, though some
eight inches in
How to get Eggs in Winter. East year af- length, was scarcely a quarter of an inch in
ter the [lies were killed, all the refuse of the house
depth, while Proude’s was of a serious charwas saved for the liens.
It was thrown into a large
acter, the blood streaming from it in profusoup-kettle, kept behind the stove; skimmed milk
sion. lie was immediately conveyed to his
was added to it, all hits of fat and
gristle, cabbage
leaves, potato and squash parings, etc., etc. At residence in Brooklyn, where proper assistnoon

much that is

pardon my long silence, and have patience with
me for a short time, I will
give you the benefit of

ance was

procured.

And thus terminated the
sanguinary contest, the chivalrous Cuban on the one hand
vindicating the slight cast upon his country-1
men, and the Englishman avenging the hitter insult he had sustained.
At the conclusion ot the duel De Porto—who
by the '»vay
was an officer on the
Lilian—intimated with
marked coolness that he was at home in West
1 wenty-second street for
any person who
took the liberty of
the rectitude
questioning
Cuban
of the
cause and its
supporters in this

city.

The Augusta correspondent of the Boston
Herald thus discourses of the
prospects of
t he paper credit investigation—
The present Paper Credit Investigating Committee are doing their best to obtain evidence which
shall convict the dpfrauders of the State. Of course
they are already spotted, but their tracks arc too
well covered as yet, as regards the sufficiency of
evidence which would bring about their legal conviction. It is thought that the Report of the Investigating Committee of 1805-0 on the same subject would alibi'd some now light if in the possession of the present committee. Accordingly
“they
went for it hut it was not.” Since that time nearly
the whole legislative body have been on a grand
hunt for it, hut they have recently come to the conclusion that it has
gone where the woodbine
twineth.” Since the opening of the investigation,
several well known individuals have placed
large
amounts of property
out of their hands,”

I lent my love a book one day;
“die brought it back: l laid’it by ;
’Twas little *ither bail to say—
She was so strange, and I so shy.

“I have demanded where are the company
amongst this company, whichhave select- j
cd, four men who are willingo undertake of the forty-eighth,” repeated the prince in a

“OLD MOSCOW THE TRAPPER.”
From tile St. Paul

Pioneer.

RICHMOND,

the late Confederate
capital, where a siiort stay revealed sights long to be remembered. First, the
battle-fields. You know pathos is not my forte,
therefore let us leave a blank where many would
record their feelings when
standing upon ground
not long ago soaked am. re-soaked with human

Victor Dunn, more familiarly known by
the responsible task which I sll impose?” tone of impatience.
“I have replied. Here!” and Trigaud many of the residents of Stillwater as “Old
At this invitation a grenadieiepping from
the ranks, exclaimed, briskly, Sere ?” lie placed the back of his hand to his forehead. Moscow,” the subject of this sketch, was, by
birth a Russian, having been born in the
“But thy comrades,—where are they?”
was immediately followed by aizen others:
I5nt yet we loved indifferent things—
“Ah, that is different, my marshal. You year 1790, near the River Moskwa, in the
nil the company did the same.
The sprouting buds, the birds in tune—
And time stood still and wreathed its wings
The marshal addressing the an who had ask where I have left my comrades ? That vicinity of the city ot Moscow. In 1812, be- blood, perhaps that too, of dear friends,-and
With rosy links from June to June.
is your question—is it not ?”
ing then a boy of 10 years of age, be was then we may feel certain that every one possesses
first spoken, demanded his nan
Davoust made a sign in the affirmative, conscripted and forced into the armv, then more or less
For her, what task to dare or do?
“Joseph Trigaud.”
imagination of their own, in this part
What peril tempt? what hardship hear?
“Well, Trigaud, it is to youiat 1 confide impatiently striking his foot on the ground. actively engaged fighting the legions of Na- Any how we are ahead of some accounts. SuffiBut with her—ah! she never knew
“Well, that is soon told. The last ot them poleon ; he was present and took part in the cient be it to
my aide-de-camp. Thou and y comrades
say that, though stripped of everything
My heart, and what was hidden there!
shall be answerable for him. Stliers guard are at the bottom of the Voss close by; the battle of Borodino, and afterward fought the which could serve the
purpose of relics, the battleFrench as the battle advanced toward the
remainder are under the snow. All!”
And she, with me so cold and coy.
him as you would your colors !”
fields themselves are yet left, and being most too
Russian
are
lie
Seemed, little maid, bereft of sense:
We
“How.
All?”
witnessed the conflacapital.
Yes, yes! Vive l’Emperei!
to lie removed handily, are
But in the crowd, all life and joy.
likely to remain
“All, without an exception,” replied the gration of Moscow, and followed the eagles large
responsible !” cried all the grenders.
And full of blushful impudence.
ot
the
French
in
on
their disastrous retreat”to- for some time to come. Many are under cultivasoldier, as his haggard and sunken eyes tillA litter was immediately cotrueted,
ward the Nieman. It was a favorite theme tion, and famous crops they yield too. Some, parshe married—well—a woman needs
which the Pole was laid and trried to the ed with tears.
A mate, her life and love to share—
The prince could not repress a movement ot the old man to describe the scenes he un- ticularly those near the Chiekahominy, where tincentre of the company, which s»n after conAnd little cares sprang up like Weeds,
is low and swampy remain unchanged,
of terror and pity, seizing the arm of Tri- derwent during that terrible
tinued its march.
And played around her elbow chair.
campaign ; how ground
he repeated in an agitat- morning after morning, the French”soldiers tiie bodies as far as possible are gathered into the
In the moan time, the retrcaof the main gaud convulsively,
And years rolled by—but I, content,
would be found dead about the bivouac
ed tone—“All say you?”
lire, National Cemetery just outside the city limit-.,
Trimmed mv one lamp and kept it bright.
J body of the army, commenced aarst in good
in the position in which the
all except me,—I am the last.”
“Yes,
lying
of which contain some eight or ten thousand, three or
Till age’s touch my hair besprent
from
of
soon
sleep
| order,
thinteifsity
presented,
Without speaking, Davoust moved to the death overtook them/luring the ni«ht,
four often being in a single grave. The Ceineetry
With rays and gleams of silver light.
the cold, a frightful aspect of dis’ganization,
A Cross of the Legion of Ilono” taken
And then it chanced I took the book
! selfishness and misery. The eoipany of gre- place where Koblmski lay, while Trigaud him
by is witlioift any ornament except four cannon,
from the dead body of a French
Which she perused in days gone by:
! nadiers slowly pursued their ourse, and raising himself to his lull height, proudly
officer, thirty-two pounders, I think, half buried so as to
And as I read, such passion shook
i were soon isolated amidst the intense plains exclaimed, “lie is here alive, it was I iyl>o at the crossing of the River Beresina, the old form a square around the ilag stall' in the centre,
Myr soul. I needs must curse or cry.
man
was
in
the
him!"
habit
of
covered with the wrecks of the any. Some- brought
exhibiting and and a tew scraps of poetry painted on white boards
j
while looking at it exclaimed: “HowI did
For here and there her love was writ.
times in a square, with the littoof Koblinski
and arranged among the graves. .Just beyond it U
In old, half faded pencil signs.
the
pity
poor French.” He used to say win- tiie inner
in the cen tre, they repulsed v-h the bayonet
THE LOSS OF THE ONEIDA.
line of batteries. J should say was, since
As if she yielded—bit by bit—
ter
came
on
early that year (in October), as
the dragoons oi Miloradowini or returned
ITer heart in dots and underlines.
A private letter from Dr, Suddard, the Surmostly they have been levelled, a single one reto Bonaparte.
apunishment
the
the unexpected attacks of Plato- with a withLeaving army
geon of the Oneida, gives the following ac- alter the
All! silvered fool! too lab you look!
captivity ot the French Emperor, maining, and like Runyan's two giants threatening
ering fire—ever acting on the efensive, but count of the loss of that vessel.
I know it: let me here record
Victor
came to Quebec,and afterwards was for those who oonie along the road it commands, withThis maxim; lend no girl a book.
always calm, silent, and steay. By these
We left Yokohama at 5 v. m. on the 24th,
in the service of the Hudson Lav out having power to harm them On the James,
means their numbers had
Unless you read it afterward!
gradully diminish- and at G.45 were run into by the Bombay on many years
not far distant, is a half-tinisited steamer, intended
ed ; and when, on the SOth of ictober, they the starboard
Company.
1
quarter, the whole of which
Some twelve
he came to Still- (or a gun-boat just as she was left, when the city
TRIGAUD.
reached the Viazma, out of th entire com- was carried
ago
|
away. She struck us full with
where ho used to fit out each winter was evacuated.
A Souvenir of the Retreat from Moscow.
pany of grenadiers, not more ti n thirty sur- her sharp iron stem, and cut everything off water,
for his trapping expeditions on the head
Front the battle-fields we can proceed to the city
!
On the 18th of October, 1812, Napoleon, vived,
Still these brave inei abandoned as with a chisel; the wheel, steering
gear,
waters ol the St. Croix and
Chippewa rivers. Itself, where we find Libby prison, looking as grim
accompanied by the prince d’Eckmnbi, bet- and left to themselves, preservd amidst the spanker boom and gaff and poop cabin were It was a
singular sight to see the old man as as ever, but now used as a dye factory, though still
ter known as Marshal Davoust, command- general discontent, that moral iree, which all carried
away, and in 15 minutes she sunk lie
ing the first division, eommoneod that ovont- conquers even events. It wastheir honor in 14 fathoms of water, and out, of a personal to was on the point of starting out in the fall bearing its old sign Libby Prison." Then to Cashis winter quarters. With his uncouth tle Thunder, now a tobacco ware house. Then to
ful retreat from Moscow, so disastrous to the and not their lives that they sougt to defend. of 25 officers and 150
men, 1) officers and 54
little mule laden with traps, kottlos, President Davis’
immense army that had followed him.
looking
At It was sufficient for them that on of the most men are left to toil the
house,now 1'. S. head quarters.
tale, Tho ward room
utensils and other camping apparathe close of a march that had been rendered illustrious marshals of the Empeor had said dinner was
cooking
Then to the Capitol. And oh what a ruin of things
at the time of
just
finishing
until scarcely any mule but ears were
more difficult by the state of the roads and to them, “To your honor and
brvery I con- the collision, and it seemed to me as if the tus,
it is! both inwardly, where every thing low
visible, tollowed by tiie old pointer dog, past
continued rain, the Emperor arrived on the fide my aide-de-camp; you are tcrestoro him whole side ot the
was coming
in
and vile succeeds to high and polished eloquence of
ship
Moses, in single tile, this strange retinue
23d at llorowsk, and there passed the night. to me.” These words had aotci as a talis- on the dinner table. Wc all rushed bodily
on deck,
would take up the line of march to be seen former times, and outwardly where the onee handThe next morning, while indicating the order man, which had not lost its forct under the and
was in the greatimmediately
is
everything
no more until the
of march so as to gain Marco-Jaroslavitz, pressure of misery, privation and yen death. est confusion. As I
melting of the snows in the some building actually crumbling to pieces. And
over
the
hatch
stepped
so on throughout; every thing having a war hiswhere he depended on making some stay, he
After threp weeks of continua hardship,
spring.
I
saw
a
combing
large steamer just leaving
In the early part of the
to some peaceful use. hut having
learned that, at the distance of four leagues the few men who remained of theheroic and us. He was hailed
present winter the tory being put
by our executive officer spot selected
such a fallen and desolate appearance that it made
the
old
before him, the Delzian division, under the devoted company scouted with didain, and and
for
his
winby
trapper
requested to stay by us, but as far as I
prince Eugene, had found that village, with looked upon as an affront the reputed pray- could judge they steamed away as fast as ter s abode was on the borders of a small mv heart sick to look at it. From Richmond I prostream known as Trade River, a
the surrounding woods and heights, unoccu- ers and solicitations of the Pole, vho, seeing
tributary of ceeded direct to
they could go. 1 walked aft on tho quarter
WILMINGTON, N. C.,
pied. This was an important position to himself the cause of so many sacifices and deck and saw that everythlno' was smashed the Upper St. Croix, and it proved “the last
habitation'’ he would ever require.
maintain ; for the Russian general, Kutusoff’, sufferings,had besought them to releve themwhich lias just the same general appearance as lietq pleoos. I then looked ovor the quarter and earthly
an
who marched parallel with the French army, selves by at onoo putting an out to his
Recently
exploring party in that vicini- fore the war commenced, though it has grown
saw tho extent ol the damage.
wore attracted to the lint
might possibly seize on it, and thus cut off misery.
by the mournful much, anil its business doubled as the consequence,
As I realized the position I noticed that the ty
the route to Kalouga.
“Thou art hut a coward,” saidhe to Tri- ward room
howling ot a dog. ((aided by the sound, especially its shipping business. Some eight or ten
Wishing to assure
boat, which hung at the port their
himself of the taking possession of this point, gaud, “who will not dare to do wlat I ask—
steps were directed Jto the little cabin, steamers to Baltimore and New York take the
quarter, was manned by 10 or 12 men. 1 where a
the Emperor rode to the quarter from whence to shoot me through the head.”
strange, sad sight met their gaze.—
on
the
rail
and
asked
if
an
officer
jumped
place of tlie former single one, while not sail vesit was expected the Russian general would
“Colonel,” said Trigaud witli stcieal indif- was in the boat. The men said no, and see- Near the entrance stood a diminutive mule, sels
enough to remove freight actually now on its
(load
with
make the attack ; and, despite the torrents of ference. “you may charge me with such, if
Reside him sat
nearly
ing who I was, said “Jump in, doctor,” and the dog, who, on hunger.
the approach of the men, docks can he found. While at Wilmington I took
rain, tranquilly examined the ground which you plofj.se, but I laugh at it. Dear, or alive,
hold of me two qi three at them ran into tlie
cabin as though to apprise his pains to sec Fort Fisher, which Gen. Butler permight erelong become a field of battle. we shall carry you to Smolensk. It is the or- securing
dragged me into the boat. I at onee took
Suddenly the sound ot brisk firing struck on der of the marshal, and he ever rcqiires that charge, ordering a man at each fall to lower master that help was near. Rut no earthly formed such exploits not to capture, and which,
assistance could avail his master. Sitting ill after receiving the hardest bombardment on record,
his ear. He became restless; and, pressing his order should be obeyed.”
when ordered, having first cut all the fastena corner, rigid in death, was Victor. °Hc fell at the close of a hand-to-hand tight of nearly
his horse, ascended a hillock to reconnoitre,
“If you had buried me
in the
with
knives.
staid
We
thus
yesterday
within
until
had evidently died very' suddenly, as in iiis ten hours. The fort is hut little injured, though
hut the belt of wood intercepted any extend- snow, when attacked by the Cossacks, I ing
three or four minutes of the ship’s going
hand lie held a large clasp knife, while all Its guns are gone, and step by step the ocean is
ed view.
should ere to-day have suffered no more.”
down. During this time the boatswain and right
across his knees,
“Can the Russians have been beforehand
“The Cossacks would have disinterred and two or three men
partially finished, lay a gun- cutting away the beach in its front, and by and
into
the boat, making
got
rod.
Ilis gun, with dm ramrod broken,
with us ?” demanded he of Davoust, who have burned you alive,” replied
by will wash it entirely away, fort and all. Ii
the whole number 17. We were still hangTrigaud,
stood near him; at his feet lay a
had not quitted his side.
“We have not who during the previous night had made his
trap, with covers, out-works included, live miles, and seems
at the davits, when the ship began to
ing
an otter held in it.
marched quick enough.
I should not wish own body a protection to the wounded man. roll in that
to have mounted a countless number of guns, and
peculiar way which precedes
to repass the left
“These eaters of candles would rejoice to
Placing the foody upon a bed, and arrang- just opposite, on an island, were several other batwing of Kutuzoff.”
and
boat
the
dashod
the
foundering,
against
as
it
as
the
have
circumstances
“Sire,” replied
ing
would a'ildecently
prince d’Eckmuhl,
yopr skin; but they must take mine first side of tho ship,
teries, though before the attack the channel had
threatening to dash her to mil for burial,
a careful examination of the
“perhaps, in the manoeuvre prescribed by —it is ready lor them. Oh the savages."
changed so as to bo entirely out of range of their
L looked on the deok and saw no one
pieoes.
the
and
cfl'eets was made, resulting in guns. A bad habit our channel has, too, -o that in
“You arc but a coward," repeated the Pole abaft the
your majesty,
troops may have manifestand gave the order to clothing
mainmast,
a
ed a little of that dullness which usually ac- ilia feverish
memoranda of his age, place of my trip to the fort, some eighteen miles down tin
transport which shook the litter lower away and hang by the falls. The fall finding
the city, I saw one or two wharves high
birth,
on which he
companies great fatigue.”
religion
(which was Catholic), together river from
lay.
or three years ago could receive
got jammed and had to be cut away with a with a statement to the effect that hi had a and dry, thatoftwo
“Relieve you so, Monsieur le Marshal?—
“Be calm, bo calm, my colonel; you know knife.
water, quite large steamers; now
at any stage
Had we been three minutes
sum ot
and in case of his thev were near fifty feet up the beach. Scientific
Nevertheless, we have already passed more that the carbines of the marshal have ere now on the davits it would have been too longer
concealed,
money
late, as
than six leagues .”
tanglo Hio minority of obedience. Why then the vessel went down like a shot after start- death, whoever should take care, of him dur- men are at work trying to remedy this little irreg“it != irao, auc, ijul-uoscow is not more
do \ on wrong us by
ularity, or, more properly, to find some plan by
speakingthese disao^reea- ing, and the suction would have carried our ing his sickness or llnd his foody after death, which
can be remedied; and to this end several
than one hundred and sixty versts from Marshould get his money, use a siiflleifini- on m l niteii it States
U
'Jnuni witl> fho Wl'Of'l'
meCoast Survey ottieers have spent
r
Four
march arc Sillhcu-Jaroslavitsu.
give ms unity proper burial, and retain much time, with considerable
As the coxswain cut the fall a junk, was
labor, sounding, oblie who had spoken thus nearly perished, seen
cient to clear that distance, and this is our
closo by under sail, We started for her, the balance.
serving currents, Ac., and at length have almost
sixth day. Kutusoff'has been in advance of with all ids companions, in the passage of the
That
as lie had
tlie
decided
his
that
a regular channel
life
in
the
only
perfect
to bring her alongside if
way
spent
forest,
possible,
us.”
Voss, while endeavoring to protect the sacred intending
can lie
secured, and Wilmington saved from beand save life. Being under sail, however, lie wished to lie there after death.
‘•[t is then a battle,” said Napoleon, impa- deposit confided to them. The waters of the and
Attached to a rosary about tin* neck was coming an inland city—the water on tlie main bar
going free, she rapidly left us. In about
having shoaled some twenty feet ill the last seventiently, as the cannon were heard more dis- torrent were, within twenty four hours chang- two or three minutes we gave it u;>. and on found the “Cross of the Legion of llonoi,” ty-live
years,—is by permanently closing one of the
ed
into
and
to
be
and
seemed
masses
of
owsharp
tinctly,
ice;
bristling
approaching. “Go,
long worn by the old soldier in remem- tvv outlets of the i'ape Fear river. New Inlet, the
to go back to the ship found that she
turning
to
that
a
brance ot the ..!y davs
few of the had
Davoust, go; quicken your troops, and in- ing
circumstance, lint
command d by Fort Fisher, some thirty miles
disappeared. We pulled to where we
subsequent to the one
nearer New \ > A, and hitherto regarded the safes!
fuse a little more spirit into them; for we grenadiers reached the opposite bank. Some
of .Moscow.
she had been, but
and hear- burning
thought
seeing
and
best, is the one recommended, the cost to be
must act now— not to conquer, but solely to days subsequently, when Trigaud awoke
thi
nothing, finally headed for shore, and the examination ot the place designated in nearly two million. Uncle Sam is to be asked to
after a few hours repose, lie found that but ing
;
preserve."
memorandum,
sum
of
landed about 8.JO. I at once went
mono? in gold foot the bill. Besides closing the inlet, something
tip to ,i was
toiind, how much i- not known; it is should forthwith be done to the river, which in
Notwithstanding tire haste witli which the four of iiis companions survived, the others Japanese house, engaged three guides,
and
marshal executed the orders of the emperor, having perished from the stupefying effects started for
a
presumed considerable amount. The body many spots is full of obstructions placed by the
Yokohama, 25 or ;!0 miles distant. lies
he did not arrive on the scene of the action of the frost—a miniature of what the great Wo crossed five
buried near the old pine tree at the cross- Confederates to prevent the Fedeial fleet "from
mountains on the way, and
reaching the city, after the lower forts were
until the success ot the French troops had body of the army was at that moment suffer- had the most
of Trade Payer,
ing
many miles from the ex- taken, and which are as dangerous now as ever.
fatiguing tramp you can imagbeen assured. However, the combat raged ing, and which has left in the military annals ine. We
Several fine steamers, one or two entirely new,
arrived all safe at 1 o’clock on the citing scenes of his early life.
with fury at the extremity of the village, of Napoleon such horrible reminiscences.
The two faithful
companions who shared help block up the channel, and it does seem as if
25th, when I spread the news, and sent down
one might he found with energy enough to
and when the second division of the first Before the day closed, they distinguished, on assistance
his wanderings are
to the wreck.
properly cared for, anil some
The vessel was
raise them, and clear a good sum by tlie operation.
corps, eommamded by General Fryant, at- the edge of the gloomy horizon, a lino of found
but no bodies as yet. 'Thu many of those who in times past have listen- —tlie more so as the water comes only a few feet
yesterday,
ed to the old man as he
tempted to take possession of one of the houses, the route of which was marked bv English consular court is
grew eloquent with above tlieir decks even at high tide. Added to
investigating the
heights, the Russian cannon played upon the dead bodies left by the immense army matter.
recounting his past history, will learn with those in the water, are quite a number just out of
them with redoubled vigor. Davoust imme- which had preceded them. It was Smolensk,
regret the sad termination "of the lonely life it. A United States transport, sunk by a torpedo,
All Yokohama has been
extremely kind to of
two Confederate gun-boats and a store ship, partly
“Old Moscow, the
diately despatched one of his aides-de-camp, the land of promise—where the tilings look- the survivors. The
trapper.”
feeling against tho capburned, lie in a single place some three miles below
the Colonel Ivoblenski, to Prince Eugene; ed forward to as great luxuries might be pro- tain
ot the Bombay for not
the city; and on the beach outside the burs and in
stopping is inbut in traversing the line, that officer was cured—a tire, shelter, and a little bread. A
A
CARPtT
a more or less perfect state of preservation, thirty
BAGGER S ANTECEDENTS.
tense, and if the court endeavors to whitestruck by a bullet, which shattered his thigh, cry of joy escaped the five brave men who
or
I
forty wrecks of blockade-runners. Most (it
wash him violence may be
The
ex-Iieverend
No
attempted.
Whittcmore, who has them have iron hulls, that as old iron alone would
still supported the litter of Koblinski. Three,
and instantly fell from his horse.
vessel that has ever been in the eastern
just left the House ol Representatives in dis- give large profits to any person of ordinary ability
On the night of that brilliant combat the however, fell to rise no more when within
waters was so popular as the Oneida. Even
i who would undertake the saving of them. Near
Prince d’Eckmulh was still uncertain of the sight of the town ; a fourth soon after shared the
grace, is probably an average specimen of Wilmington are numerous rice plantations, all exofficers
English
say they would rather the
fate of his aide-de-camp, and sought him on the same fate ; and but one grenadier,—Trigmisfortune had happened to one of their own (he genus carpet-bagger—that is, of the cept one, idle, through inability to procure labor.
the field of battle, which presented a most aud—was left to brave the elements with the
The negro won’t, cultivate rice, and Chinamen can’t
vessels. Of 12 officers eating dinner at tho northern men who
squatted in the South be had; so nothing can be done but allow some of
horrible spectacle. Delzon and his brother now inanimate body of the Pole. Not
being time of the collision, I am the only one left.
the
best land in the State to remain idle till someto
elected
to office by
long enough
get
general had also fallen while leading the last able to carry him, lie slowly dragged him
negro
votes and the influence of udministratTon thing turns up. After leaving Wilmington, in
attack. While sadly thinking; on the blight- along, and at length perceived some men at
course of my wanderings 1 came to
A Big Backer. Mr. C. S. Ilenrv tells the bayonets. The Hoston Courier
ed hopes of his Emperor, and mourning the a distance, whom lie called to his assistance.
“opens up’’
FLORENCE S. C\,
sad fate of his brave companions, the atten- They soon came to his aid, and he reached following dog story in the last number of Whittcmore in this style—
where was a large Confederate prison, though now
In ISlis, when Whittemore was a candidate for
Hours at Home:
tion of Davoust was arrested by the voice of Smolensk in a few hours, after
have
been removed. Florence iall traces of it
twenty-two
Those admirable gentlewomen of the old re-election, some gentlemen residing i \\ hittr- just now noted as being the place where the
a soldier who, covered with blood, and en- days ol
fighting, fatigue and misery. He
more's district applied to a gentleman in this citv
REV. B. E. WIUTTEMOUK,
deavoring to extricate himself from a heap entered, it is true, the only survivor of his school, the Misses. B., longtime my neigh- tor inl'ormation in regard to him. Readers of the
of carnage, that surrounded him,
feebly ex- company; but he cared not, since he had re- bors on the Passaic, had a carriage-dog that debate in the House, on Wednesday last, will re- late M. C. for this district, rested his weary foot afmember
that
.Mr. Poland of Vermont offered a res- ter that little affair in Massachusetts in which Inclaimed, “Heavens ! have my friends left me deemed the promise made to the Prince commonly accompanied them in their drives.
Their course often took them across the river olution. directing the military Committee to sum- got mixed up with five thousand dollars of somehere to die without succor?”
d’Eckmuhl.
mon and examine W. F. Shaw of this
city and body’s else money, and which resulted in his hava bridge some four miles from their resIt was kloblmski.
Davoust immediately
I ho next day
M. D. I.andon of Xew ^ ork.
Trigaud learned that the over
flic former gentle- ing to leave between two days. And though lint
idence.
The
of
the
and
marshal
from
his
had
him,
arrived
toll-house
a
keeper
had
horse,
but a few days previousman was once an employer of Whittemore
recognized
leaping
The the place of his present abode, it is so near that.
gently raised him in his arms, cheered his ly. and was then in town, which presente;! big, surly mastiff that always sallied out and gentleman in pursuit of Whittemore’s antecedents together with lus having resided llu-re so long, very
obtained
an
interview
attacked
their
with
who
Mr.
and
was no match for
Shaw and others many of the town’s folks have the honor of a perdog,
drooping spirits
despatched a messenger the appearance of one vast hospital, protecthim. From several of
for the surgeon general.
him, and sometimes Beaujeu suffered severe- from whom lie ascertained that, about twelve years’ sonal acquaintance with
On his arrival ed by sentries, and extending to the
very
before, Whittemore was a salesman in the store of these I learned that, while working with tireless
with his assistants, he examined the wounds, suburbs. The skeletons of horses which hail ly; so that at length he declined accompany- Mr. Shaw. "In about
skill
for political influence
considerable
and
eleven months lu- stolefrom energy
and a glance with the marshal, told more el- been converted into food, were scattered in ing them if they took the road up the river his employer about sCiOOO, was
caught at it. arrest- that at length gained over the negroes in his district,
oquently than words could convey, how every street, and the doors and windows of toward the bridge. The way through the ed and locked up for four days. Shaw refused to he by no means neglected his own pocket. It is
compensat or, from Vvhitfemore’s friends, very supposuble too that all the means made use of
slight were the hopes entertained for the re- the houses had long since been consumed as lawn from their house to the high road was receive
Imt offered to let him
if he would make a writ- to increase his worldly goods would not hear a
covery of the unfortunate Pole.
firewood, by the frozen and famishing nearly half a mile. One day, when they ten confession of the go,
whole matter over his own large amount of public scrutiny. When he taught
“It is a soldier’s fate,” said Davoust, with
came
down
to
the
gate, they found the dog signature, which he did, the document being wit- t he negroes,married before or during the war, that
soldiery. It was in one of the houses in the
emotion.
“Gentlemen, exert your skill to outskirts of the town that Prince d’Eekmuhl there waiting for them. As soon as he saw nessed bv some well known gentlemen of this the tie were not le Rid- and had thorn come, someseveral hundred a day. to him
the utmost."
the
them
take
had established his quarters, and thither
up-river road, he turned and city.” t ither malfeasances, equally criminal, were times at the rate of
to light, and the record was
The oflect of the bullet had been such as to
published in to he re-married at fifty rents a head, he was not
Trigaud, assisted by some soldiers, bore the ran with great speed back to the home. In abrought
local paper in Whittemore’s district,
lint no quite so disinterested as they imagined him. Some
make amputation necessary, which the brave insensible
body of Ivoblinski, and laid it on a very little while ho returned and overtook heed was taken of the exposure. Federal bay- say, also, that in acting as Saving’s Rank for the
Pole bore with fortitude, the prince remain- some straw in the
the carriage accompanied by a
onets
On
doorway.
very power
again prevailed, and 'Whittemore was again colored people, he kept their funds a little better
entering
then they bargained for; and that most of the suj>ing by his side during the operation. The the house, he perceived an officer on guard ful dog that ordinarily kept about the house elected a member of the Federal House of Reprewound being dressed, he embraced the suf- at an outer
and grounds, and never went with the carri- sentatives, exchanging his title of Reverend for plies sent by one or two Freedman’s aid societies
room, enveloped in the ragged
associations went to his own
ferin’, and spoke in tones of hope and encour- remains of a cuirassier’s cloak, of whom he age. The two trotted along, side by side, that ol Honorable, but still, in the language of the and Church building
Daily,” acting as “the spiritual ad- uses, instead of the ones intended by their donor*.
agement; and having recommended him to demanded to speak with the marshal.
following the carriage, until they came to the “Respectable
v iser and overseer of
thousand
eighty
church memHIS SUCCESSOR
the care of a lew whom lie could confide in,
“What seek you of him ?” asked the offi- bridge, when the mastiff sallied out as usual. bers" during the recesses of Congress. A man
determined upon, and is a full
mounted his horse to join the
The little dog then held back, and his
his carpet-bag and lly from the bruit of has been already
may
pack
Emperor, who cer, without changing his posture.
big
negro, at present a Republican member of the State
waited with impatience.
“I come to render an account of a mission comrade went at the assailant and gave him his misdeeds in Massachusetts to South Carolina, Senate, and a former slave some where near the
but he cannot escape so
from himself and his coast. The conservatives and
After attending a council of war,
a tremendous punishment,
enough negroes to
compos- with which he charged me at Moro-Jaroslaevidently to the evil genius. The cat ineasily
the fairy tale, who was
ed of the principal generals of the army, and vitz, and to deliver
elect him will give him their support, while probalittle fellow’s groat satisfaction.
the
up
deposit confided
metamorphosed into a beautiful princess, the mobly the regular Radical candidate will be Wliittement a mouse ran across the
having received instructions as to the future to me.”
royal saloon, "revell- more himself, since he has too great power to be
ed on all fours and gave chase. The feline
line of march, Davoust retired to his quar“The prince is at this moment in council;
instincts completely overthrown by what has happened,
The ship builders atul ship owners on the could not be
smothered. In like manner the Revters.
Already the two first divisions of the you can remain and rest yourself until it is Penobscot river held a meeting at Belfast, erend Misdoer
there may be no opposition to the colored
of Massachusetts, though trans- though
two first corps were in movement, when an concluded.”
candidate. Said one gentleman to im ‘‘Iliave had
on
formed
into an Honorable Congressman of South
and passed resolutions
Me.,
Thursday,
to make up my mind to vote for a nigger;
hard
work
officer, whom he had sent to enquire after
“Certainly,” said Trigaud, who spoke in a deploring the present condition of the ship- Carolina, has not been able to repress his triliteral but we can’t elect one
of'ourselves, and a nigger ithe state of Koblenski, returned and inform- tone of sadness: “but
The
Simon
propensities.
in
original
Pure
the mean- ping interests, endorsing the report of the
Whitte- bettor than a carpet-bagger any day. Besides
mayhap,
they
more lurks under all disguises and titles.
ed him that he still survived, and with prop- time,
have given us a negro Judge on our Supreme
you would make known to him that committee of congress and the bills reported
or care, might recover.
The marshal was the grenadiers of the second
them
a
we
Bench, and
propose giving
negro reprecompany of the by them on the subject, and asking for speedy THE LOSS OF THE ONEIDA- -DISPATCH sentative
in Congress in return.” This is the mind
overjoyed at the intelligence, but he was per- forty eighth regiment of the line, Fryant’s legislation by congress as friendly as that
FROM THE CAPTAIN OF THE BOMBAY.
enI
have
talked
of
and
with,
who can
planter
every
as
to
the best means of conveying hint division, first
plexed
corps, to whom he entrusted joyed by citizens of other commercial nations.
blame them?
Washington. March 7.
to Smolensk, the wagons
being in the rear, the care of his aide-de-camp, Colonel Kob- The protection insanity has pretty nearly run
rilK
NEGRO
Secretary Fish has received a dispatch from
and already filled to excess. A sudden linski, have fulfilled his orders, and that
the its course. We have protected manufactures the captain ot the British steamer
been so hailly humbugged that,
stupid as he is,
Bombay, has
thought started to his mind, and placing him- company are awaiting the honor of passing so much that they have almost
to
see
he begins
it, and that just such men us this
disappeared. which run into and sunk the Oneida, in which “Saint”
self in front of the forty-eighth regiment as under his
Whittemore
have
done
it.
Still as a hod)
We have tied ourselves up so tight with pro- the commander says the Oneida was under
inspection.”
in contriving to permit himself to be
he
At the name of Koblinski, Davoust, who
they defiled, he addressed a company of old
duties that we cannot move, and the both steam and sail at the time of the colli- usedpersists
hibitory
as the few who rule him please, and Is onjust
of
the
first
battallion :
grenadiers
had entered and heard the latter part of the
ship building interest can only flourish again sion, and making about thirteen knots an ly the tool of two or three men for advancing them
“Grenadiers,” said he, “my aide-de-camp, conversation, but who had not recognized in when these artificial bonds are
removed, and hour, while his steamer was making but six, at his own expense. It seems as if he had but
Colonel Koblenski, was yesterday
one slavery for another, and a worse. Yet
severely the worn and emaciated being before him there is no longer a tax upon every article and he was cognizant of striking
the Oneida, changed
wounded while showing you an example of the once
some have had spunk enough to rebel, and the time
noble-looking grenadier, advanced, used in the com-truction of a ship.
While but says the jar was so light that he had no is not distant when
others will follow their lead. It
courage and obedience." He is a Pole. and demanded of him, “Where is
my aide- we are about it let us strike at the root of the idea any injury was done to her, and there- is very probable that sufficient have seen the error
Would you wish to leave him to the Rusmatter and not lop off the branches.
de-camp?”
of
fore
on
his
to
Give
lie
their
course.
makes
no referways
give us the next State election,
kept
sians ?”
“He is here, at the door.”
us a tariff for revenue only, as the Indiana ence to
the guns of the Oneida. if one of fairness prevails. The land owners arc
hearing
!
no
live
“No,
the Pole!” cried the
“And thy company,” said Davoust,
ns patient and hopeful as could be expected, longLong
hastily. Republican state convention demanded the The truth of the matter is probably that the ing
soldiers.
of course for abetter state of things. Should
At these words Trigaud took the posture other
and every article used in ship- captain of the Bombay was
day,
aware of the lack of time not
fully
which is possible, in a
“Vive l’Empereur !” cried they who had of a soldier without arms,
placed his heels building would be free and the builders of collision, but kept on his course, for fear of be- day or two I will prevent,
continue this—giving an account
not fully comprehended the words of the in a
and
his
line,
slowly raising
head, re- the Merrimac and the Penobscot would again ing found out if he should stop, and his com- of the planter’s condition, tnlk,opinions, wants,and
marshal.
several other items, which fear of wearying both vou
plied in a grave voice, “All present, my compete successfully with those of the Clyde. pany would therefore be compelled to
“Listen, then,” said Davoust. “Arethere marshal!”
pay and your readers has caused me to omit.
[Newburyport Herald,
_

Mmuiibin'pif

(Republican.)

damages.

OCCASION It..

THE ONEIDA DISASTER.
The mails from Japan bring fuller accounts
of the sad affair by which a United States
ship was sent to the bottom, carrying will)
her one hundred and fifty brave and devoted
men.

made
dates

at risk in this rase. The
pilot tolfl me the spit Was
close at hand and there was no danger. It had not
occurred to me to stop and communicate with the
meida. When t saw the spar run through my
| bows 1 weighed the damage the other ship might
have sustained, and it occurred tome that I had
done no more than taken a spar from the deck. I
I
!
thought the spar was from the quarter. I cannot
A
was
being account for it striking me on the water line. I
into the circumstances at the latest j'should sav I struck the Oneida abaft the mizzen
from Yokohama.
The following is i rigging.
The following: are the statements id Will-

thorough investigation

the statement of the Captain of the
II

STIMONV OI

CAPTAIN'

Bombay.

|

KVP.l:.

ttqmMican

THE CITY OF BOSTON SAFE!
LETTER FROM BOSTON.
■lu-l as the Journal is going to press, a deCorrespondence of I lie Journal.
Wa!lack---ltalian Opera
issues, a.be September election, when the and thus make sure of no further trouble Frou-Frou---Lester
spatch announces the sale arrival at Queens—Semi-Centennial Anniversary of the Mertown ot the missing steamer City of Boston.
Pemoera party, at least, throw a splendid from them.
of
cantile Library Association---Oeparture
The result of the election, and all further
vote for icandidates.
A. L. Stone---St. Patrick’s Day---City Ex- She broke her engine, and made the passage
under -ail.
that
penses---The Storm.
need
be
said
will
be
found
in
the
reAnd
the
same
last
expression,

party lin
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following'

gun*
have

ready

six guns and six rockets ready on
hoard my ship. It would take less than a minute
to lire a rocket and make use ot a blue light, and
tkc thing is done.
To Mr. Barnard—I received a message from a
man-of-war requesting me to proceed down to the
1 think tho messenger came
s.-ene of collision.
from the Ocean. This was about (1 o'clock—say
daylight. I sent for the chief officer and remarked
1 hat I did not think 1 was justified in going down,
not knowing what injury 1 lmd received under the
bows. 1 sent the chief officer to inquire what
water there was forward, the crew having been
employed all night in bailing water and trimming
all. Upon bis return his reply was, “There are
• 1-2 feet
in the forward compartment, and 15 to is
inches in the second compartment." I made the
remark simply, “I cannot go." A few minutes
after that a note came onboard from our agent,
saying, “Will you kindly go down to the wreck!"
I was on the bridge at the time, heaving in short,
when an officer came to me with a verbal message
ami entreated me to go down to the place of collision.
! Made the remark. ! am on the point of going,
II hold a letter from our agent wishing me to go
md I said, it is almost under protest, it is really
:m> had with my fore compartment full of water.
As we were proceeding to the scene of collision, I
found on two several occasions, two officers came
t« me and reported the water gaining fast as we
were going full speed ahead.
It was only bv easing down and pumping and bailing that 1 kept the
water under.
The men were employed all this
lime pumping the water out of the vessel, trimming the cargo and taking it aft. My reason for
»aying I could not go was that my fore compartment was full of water and 1 did not know what
niurics i had sustained.
To Mr. 1 >•■ Long.
I tirst sighted the Oneida at 0:
la I'. M.
1 cannot tell exactly.
Alter sighting the
other vessel il was live or six minutes before the
ollision occurred. M'c no sooner saw one light
Ilian we saw the two sidelights, it was so sudden
we could do nothing.
1 dropped anchor at Yokohama. according to my log-hook, at 7: 4:5 ]’. M.
I
annot, tell how far the two ships; drifted apart, imafter
the
collision.
mediately
My ship came upon
the other on the quarter, and as the other vessel
was under full sail and steam she was quickly out
of sight. 1 turned and looked after her with my
glass and could see nothing wrong. If there had
been any tiling serious 1 should have seen it. i
heard no signal and saw none. This is truthfully
-aid. 1 saw the Oneida’s white light tirst, and almost immediately afterwards the two side-lights,
i saw both side-lights at once, both nearly ahead of’
me. a half point on my port how.
L have stated
since this catastrophe that I had struck a ship and
taken her quarter gallery otf. I have made no remark to the effect that I had seen a light through
the vessel’s side, or seen a man carried away from
the cabin. Had I seen any thing of the sort I
should have stopped at once! 1 heard no shout nor
hail. My pilot did not tell me that he heard any
thing. 1 heard no whistle. If a whistle was blown
on board the Oneida from the time of the accident
or three guns tired, mv not hearing I attribute to
the strong breeze that was blowing and the vessel
having shot from me so rapidly. I looked fora
blue light or rocket; the. former would have shown
me the position of the. vessel, and the latter that
something was wrong. I stopped the engines before the collision.
As soon as ever I saw the collision was inevitable, 1 stopped the engines. I was
standing by the engine room telegraph myself, and
blew the whistle with my own hands. I did the
latter because the youngsters sometimes forget to
do so. 1 remarked to the pilot,
Surely, if anv
tiling is wrong, she will give us a rocket, Iducliglit
or signal of some sort.” I was a good fifteen minutes looking after the ship after the accident.
It did not strike me that the other vessel was
larger or smaller than mine. I did not think about
it, nor did i leave the bridge to see the boom, sail,
etc. It did not strike me that my bow must have
penetrated deeply into the other vessel, so deep as
to take her boom away.
I cannot tell what sort of
a spar it was that penetrated mv bow, ns it was
broken short off. I first knew it was there as we
were going up to our anchorage.
A light was lowered to see. I could see the spar at both sides of
li had gone through.
1 lie bow.
It was almost immediately after the collision that I heard of the spar.
The Hombay has seven bouts, viz: two life, two
cutters, a mail, gig and jolly boat. Crew numtiered
ninety-three, all told. I have never had a collision
before. This is the first accident I have ever had.
When two ships collide it is not customary to stand
by each other unless severe damage is apprehended.
I did not think it necessary to stall l by the Oneida.
I said to the pilot, will the'ship come to harm ? ami
he replied, “No. she has the spit to go to.” lain
not aware that it is customary to take any steps to
ascertain the damage caused by collision of two
vessels, and done by otic to the other. In the open
sea it may he, but not near land as in a ease of this
sort. The mode of signalling is decidedly a rocket
and u blue light at night, (inns arc danger signals.
There Is no regular law laid down, that lam aware
of. I did not send lip a rocket, as it was not necessary—I was not in want of help. It is my opinion
that any ship seriously injured and in want of help
would signal for it. My instructions are to stop for
nothing hut to save life, and I did not think life was
■

question,

did not proStale

given. Outside the men
upon running party tickets, in
many can as a cloak to hostile feelings,
there aroian
organization that triumphantly sustaiit the men who are urging forwas

descending

criminate mixed,

jumbled, interspersed and
curiously ompounded state of things over
known injie party affairs of this city, took
place ontonday last. It is impossible for
any^one jrson to note all the curious and
ludierouseatures of this general shaking up.
To beg asnearthe beginning as it is possible to appximate.wc will state that for a con-

siderableime previous

to election it was understood hat there existed a eombination
which wYal labor to overthrow the present
managers'of the railroad, b\ operating

through ie city government, which >wns a
majority of the stock. Personal hatreds,
political lislikes, business rivalries and disappoints ambition, all entered into the eombination, >f which the Prog. Age is the aeMade up ot

credited >rgan.

men

of each

party, tli combination intended to control, if
possible (he caucuses, and failing in that, to
operate s might seem bed towards the common cm

Oppos'd to these was a large body of
eitizensof both parties, who knew that the
Director had done well thus far, and who
desired

o see

lievingthat

a

them

complete the work—bcchange at this time would lie

djsastrus.
The campaign opened practically at the
republlan caucus on Wednesday evening,
where he malcontents were marshalled by
the eeltor of the Age. Pierce's Hall was
crowd#! with the members of the party, eager
and exited, the rear portion being occupied
by the nterested but non participating Democracy The editor of the Age presided over
the hai which received the ballots, scrutinizing anl quarreling over doubtful voters. The
railrotd interests
ticket

bearing

the

were

represented by the
of Axel Ilayford.

name

Esq and the antics by Win. C. Marshall.
Esq. The Ilayford ticket prevailed by fifty
majority.
Tli< next movement of the campaign was
th(! Citizens' Caucus at Harford Hall, on Friday evening, in accordance with the call published in this paper. It was a sort of political

niillenium, where the lion and the land) lay
down together, and party spears and swords
were beaten into
spades and pickaxes. A
large number were present, made up about
equally of Democrats and Republicans. II.
II. Johnson, Republican, was culled to the

Chair, and R. G. Lewis a young Democrat,
I
\Y.
was made Secretary.
Colburn, tnc
Demnei-oie

.u.i.oe

f",u-

Mivor

in

ISO;.
Democratic vote

when he received the largest
polled, moved for nominee of the Citizens Caucus, Axel
was thought to he too severe
Ilayiord, who was his opin that hardly contested year. The
examination before the Consular Court would gage in. There are
ponent
who
have
not
many
be only preliminary to trial before a tribunal given the subject much
thought, and who fact testities to the mixed condition of parties,
believe
■competent to inflict suitable penalties.
that
the
honestly
obligations of party but not more so than when the leading Reshould compel all citizens to apply party publican oi the city, in some indignant reWASHINGTON MATTERS.
tests to these matters.
They have, they say, marks, alluded to the Frog. Age as “that
Washington. March 11.
a principle in the matter.
But when asked vile and dirty sheet, which he was ashamed
a df.ijatk ox dawks
to examine their party platforms and to show to say was the
Republican organ in the
A spicy debate took place this afternoon in the
House, between the Democrats on one side and Mr. how application may be made to municipal County.” And this was applauded by RepubDawes upon the other. The Deficiency hill was
licans !
questions, they arc all at sea.
towards ('apt. Eyre, and that

enterprises
punishment common corporate sphere as the Legislature
for him. The
may have authorized the city or town to enno

n]». hut received but little consideration. It was
The Democratic party, for example, is in
all about what Mr. Dawes had said upon the floor
as to the estimates of expenditures in his famous
favor of taxing bonds—but the most unyieldthe
Executive
and
when
Judispeech
Legislative,
cial Appropriation hill was discussed some weeks ing Democrats, if constituting the
city offiago. Mr. Cox, of New York, charged that Mr. cials of Belfast,
could
not
the
compel
payDawes made speeches last week in New Hampshire that were not in accordance with the famous ment of taxes on the I’nited States bonds
speech in the House. He said Dawes was troubled owned in the
The Democratic party
city.
with a conflict between his morality and his politics. and like a certain Oriental individual, h« had has recorded itself as
favoring low tariffs on
swallowed himself, leaving the spectator." in ticdark. Mr. Dawes denied that he had made any importations—but we fear that the Demospeech inconsistent with his enunciations on the crats of this city, however thoroughly they
floor, and he was now satisfied to stand by what he
Messrs. Beck. might possess tho city government, would
said, as it appears in the Globe.
Marshall and Yoorhees on the Democratic side, not be able to prevent the
persistent fellows
took part in the debate, but Mr. Dawes wa< the onin the brick edifice at the head of Main street
who
ly Republican
responded.

ever

Ward caucuses were held in different
portions of the Hall, and nominations made. In
some cases these were the same with the Republican nominees, in some instances Democrats were substituted.
Rut every person
there nominated, was elected on
Monday.
The third and last caucus was held on
Saturday night, in City Hall, by those Demo-

dissatisfied with the action of
Committee, and demanded a straight
ticket. The Democrats present were not
large in number, but were highly respectafrom collecting duties on importations at this ble. lake a certain meeting spoken of in the
Tin: funding mu..
The Democracy are opposed to con- Scriptures, “Satan came also.” Frye, of the
The Senate had a laborious session to-day. of port.
eight and a half hours continuously, upon the ferring all the rights of
citizenship on the Custom House, with the curious twinkle of
Funding hill, which tinallv passed by ’dj to 10. At
hordes of ignorant negroes at the South—or the eye which is perceptible when fun is goone time it seemed tlrnt Mr. Wilson's amendment
would pass, the sentiment appearing to lie general were while that was
a living question—but ing on, came softly in and sat down very dein favor of the long time features of tile amendment. Very little of thorough study and praetieal we fear that any adverse action which our murely in a corner.
Royle, prosecuting ofjudgment as to the theory of long and short bonds city
government might take, would fail to ficer, lent to the occasion the sanction of his
was evinced by those who took part in the discussion. Senator Wilson came nearest to stating the oust the colored Senator from the Tinted official presence. C. F. Carter came from his
reasons that govern eapitalists in making investStates Senate, or prevent Ben. Butler from silent shipyard, the editor of the Prog. Age
ments, but even he failed to give the main consideration that determines investments in long bonds. appointing the same race to 'West Point brought the odor of sanctity from that estabIt is known that the tendency of the rate of interest
And equally futile, were Demo- lishment, and many other Republicans who
in a solid and well-established government is down- cadetships.
ward: and upon this theory, thirty years hence crats in power at Washington, would be re- are anxious for the welfare of (he
Democracy*
say, a bond of the present 'iav drawing 5 or 4 1-2
efforts to steer the ship of state by came in, and joined in the
applause when a
per cent, would probably lie most desireable prop- publican
erty. as 8 per cent, will tiien possibly he the highest tugging at the tiller ropes of our city gov- good thing was said, of which we are informrate for good investments in this country. The
ernment
ed there were many. The tables and remains
hill now goes to tlfe House, and there will lie discussed even more iiLlength than it lias been in tile
On tlie other hand, questions are always of the late religious festival were still in the
Senate, since every one of the members appear to
arising in towns, and on which citizens di- hall, and the Unitarian baked meats did coldhave Ins own peculiar ideas on financial matters.
vide, that no party platform docs or can take ly furnish forth this strange marriage feast.
A l'.U'OOSE CAPE T.
Not to lie outdone in magnanimity and as an off- cognizance of.
Several towns have been We learn that the Republicans present wore
set to Gen. Butler’s appointment of a colored
boy agitated this winter on questions of
to a cadetship and Mr. Prosser’s proposed
dividing affected even to tears by the pathos of the
appointment of another colored bov to he selected by their territory—hut we should look in vain speakers, and testified their approbation by
the colored men of Nashville, the Hon. llichard <’.
for any guide from the Democratic national
McCormick, delegate from Arizona, has signified
contributing at the polls one hundred votes
his intention to appoint a cadet to West Point and or state
The citizens of Belfast in support of the nominee. Such fruitful
platform.
is now searching for a lively papoose to place in the
have taken sides within a few weeks on the missionary work has not been done -Jnee
Academy, and whose lot ’it may be to lead our
armies against the troublesome men of his own race. question of a
bridge across the harbor—but Paul preached to the Athenians.
A PRESIDENTIAL MESSAGE.
we should look
And the treatment of the obdurate City
vainly in the writings of the
The President is preparing a message upon the
fathers
or the resolutions of ’98 for
Committee
was mild, notwithstanding the
anything
decay of American Commerce, and the remedies
therefor, which he intends to place before Congress on the subject of bridges. Such questions suggestion
of the Republican auxiliaries
prior to the 17th inst., that being the day fixed for concern and
atl'ect the people of the locality that il should be laid on a little harder.
discussing the bills upon the subject, reported from
the Committee on Navigation' Interest, in the alone: and when
they arrange themselves They and the ma jority fraction of the party
main, the President's message agrees with the recommendations made by the Committee in their re- upon the one side or the other, it is found that adhered to them were treated as erring
port, and he urges action by Congress at an earlv that parties, and all arbitrary lines of distinc- brethren, but brethren still, who would be
day.

tion

on

other

INTKHKSTINt; TO

questions,

are

badly

lacerated.

crats who were,

the

City

biought

back into the army, which would

Silll'IUTUlKItS.
It is folly and absurdity to ask or expect to then “with mutual well-beseeming ranks,
The delegation of builders of iron ships appeared
before Mr. Lynch’s committee on Monday, and pre- hold together, in such issues, all men who are march ail one way.'' This, we think, was
sented their case.
After a full hearing, it was united on national or state
questions. But judicious. »
agreed so to modify the bill already reported as to
these
remit duties on steel and iron without regard to the where
elements do not
The choice as nominee for mayor, fell on
amount used per ton, advanced no farther than
exist, it is advisable to hold parties together, Joseph H. Kaler, an intelligent, upright and
rods, bars. 1 Kilts, plates, beams, and forgings. The
time fixed for such drawbacks is ten vears from and we should strongly advise our friends worthy
citizen, who would fill the position
July next.
everywhere to do so.
heard the successful

disturbing

“Were
NOR

we to build no sea-going

ENGAGE

TRADE,

WE

IN

FOREIGN CARRYING
PERCEIVE THE DIFFER-

THE

SHOULD

ENCE but little.”

[Progressive Age.

The above is the encouragement given to
our great local industry, by a paper
published in this

city.

IIow do you like it,

builders, ship-owners and sailors ?

ship
tt'

Winterport is in h most favorable financial comlition. The amount of liabilities is $9,411.40, anil I lie
assets $20,7(54.07—leaving a balance in favor of the
town of $10,953.27.
The liquor agency shows
quite a handsome balance of profits forihelown
the past year.

excellently well. We
which very well illus- candidate
say to him, when the returns were
trates the tenor of this article, exists in this
coming in: “Kaler, 1 have the satisfaction of
city. Belfast is very largely interested in the knowing that if not elected myself, the lot
building of a railroad. It has been opposed will fall on my first choice of all men in the
by a portion of the citizens. That opposition city.” The reader will see that the campaign
made necessary a union of the friends of the was full of
curious and interesting features.
enterprise—and that union, like the opposi- Mr. Kaler’s nomination was against his extion, embraced men of each political party, pressed wishes, and lie informed its that he
in order to give the fullest effect to the voice would
have declined on the spot, had lie been
of the railroad men, as such, it was decided
present. When we heard of the nomination,
to run a ticket on that issue in the
Spring we thought a terrible fate awaited the supportelection of last year. It received nine-tenths ers of the
Citizens’ticket- that they were not
of 'ill the votes c.ist. But that breaking of only tn In' killed in the eleelion but that the
A state of

ships,

■

j

Hall nominee would be required to
their bones into fertilizers at his mill,

City
grind

F >-ton. March 11. ! 'FU.

turns in another column.

The

Have

editor

ing to

of his
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see

been to

Are you goFrou-Frou
lsn’1 Frou-Frou delightful*'

see

Frou-Frou

CHRONICLES

OE

DODDLETOWN.

Our readers will

bepha-rd to learn that
'unnuniealion,. by mail, is re-opened beWe have
ta- a this city and Doddlctown.
partially complete. 1 ati arrangement with our
e-te.-med correspondent, (1.
Washington
Dodd!- s. Ksi|., to furnish for publication in

i’rog. Ago
j —are some of the ejaculation' that ha\e a>-aih*«l
raid upon the managers of the railroad, in a: the ear- of theatre-goer- during th
ia-i vvek.
havstate of sorry dilapidation.
It is now pro- Frou-Frou is th* latest Pari- -Mi-ahm and
ward the terprise. And next fall we shall posed to take tip a penny subscription for a ing an immensely successful run, both at t!c F
ton Museum, and at Selwyn*- cox\ little 11n ati
Administrators, Executors and Guardians de- expect th; those who united for the com- marble slab commemorative of his attempt
Frou-Fiou, whose other name is «iiil»* rt>•. i- a vcr\
siring their advertisements published in the Journal, mon
purpe of sustaining the interests of and the result thereof. When finished, it pretty, very careless, very light-hearted, m l
will please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so
directed is withheld from this paper.
our columns a lltsroitv of I)<>m>i.KT<>w\.
the city, 'll range themselves with the po- will be something like this:
a great many other prctt\ women, rather \\ ickd
and i
on
isurroundings, with description of its
Her
the
sister,
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers litical orgiizations to which they belong.
contrary,
gr;-\young lady.
changed, must state the Post Office to which the paper, The Deunfatic
local
customs &c, its past, present
m.'tiUH
of
the
limi-estately and dignified—Ac manages
has been sent as well as that to which it is to go.
party will not have suffered,
li e r c /. 41 <
in fact, to whom all orders :i «• referred and and future. Should the arrangement be conhold,
nor will ie
the
will
and
city
republican,
43“S. M. Pettkxgill & Co., 0 State St., Boston
all decision- respectfully submitted. At the open- summated.
l-.r tic gratification of our
have gai'd much. And so “All’s well that
ana 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized
Agents
ing of the play, Frou Frou Inis an oiler of mairiagc leader- I- well is nurself, we hope it may
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertiseends weP
\
ments.
alreas. md from lfcnri he
from the < omito tic
be. tin first chapter of the work will shortly
43“S. R. Nii.es. No. 1 Scollay's Building, Court St.,
Satorv.-. These proposal* foi the hand of FrouBoston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this
HJR CITY ELECTION.
Frou are made (o her sister Loui-a. ami papa lb'.aid appi ar.
paper.
43"T. C. Evans, 10G Washington Street, is an auProbab the most promiscuous and indisI)'iiidi.i: i owv. March 9, 1K7(>. (
wishes her to decide in favor of Satory-. wlio
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch of
length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25 cents for
each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a square charged as a full one.

regulating

always

local

oidonday

iam W. Crowninshield, Captain William’s
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration oi tne year $3.00.
clerk, and Master Yates of the Oneida :—

j
j

»m a

tliebeing established again, on

substantiif,
SIMPSON, who
insisj

Arthur Wellesley Eyre, sworn—1 command the
8TATUMEXT Op Ml!. CliimXIVMlIKMl.
steamer Bombay
1 was in command on the 24th
We left Vokoliuma at about t :30 o'clock P. M. on
At
about
0:15
l*.
on
m..
that day, the
January.
Monday dan. 24, bound for Hong Kong, on route
lighthouse at Kanasaki bearing S. 11 E.. tlio spit for
Now York. At six o'clock we wore well into
\\
by N., as near as could be judged, I saw a ! the
and. with a fair wind and tide, conclulight a half-point on my port bow; it was a bright ded channel,
to slacken steam, which we accordingly did,
light; shortly afterwards 1 made out two lights, and then all hands,
those in charge of the
—side-lights green and red. T ordered the helm to dock, went below for except
supper. I bad lain down cn
be ported, and kept on porting until I shut the
the starboard transom below decks with my clothgreen light in. The pilot and chief oflieer were
ing and a heavy overcoat on, and fell asleep. I was
"landing by my side on the bridge; I turned the awakened—I do not know how
soon—by a sudden
"fc-am-wlibtle on myself. In shutting off the green
shock, and
recovering consciousness, was
light my pilot said. “Wo are well clear, sir.” My aware that I upon
had been stunned, as I was covered
ord« rs were. "Port still, the rule of the road, and
with the debris of the wreck—wood, broken spars,
we w ill give her a wide berth.”
The steam-whistle sails,
etc. As ] crawled out from the mass of matwas turned oil.
Almost immdiately after this I ter. I
could see the sea astern and the stars shining,
"aw the ship crossing my how- under full sail and
and then il flashed upon my mind that our ship had
"team, a- far as I eoufd <oo.
[ telegraphed and
come into collision with soinc other vessel. I found
stopped the engines. As she got nearly ahead of
myself badly bruised, but crawled out in the stern thorized
nit* and close to, I put the helm hard a-starboard to
agent ot this paper.
and
the splintered sides to the spardeck; f then
•dear her.
40 Park Row, New York,
43*Ceo. P. Rowell &
Immediately after this the collision wentupforward,
and, meeting several officers, aske 1 will receive advertisementsCo.,
took place, our starboard how striking her starlor this paper, at the lowest
what was the matter. 1 was informed that a steam- rates. Their orders will always receive
hoard quarter. The shock was not at all great,
prompt, attention.
er (1 afterwards learned that it was the English
43“Ii(>itACE Dodd, 121 Washington Street, Boston
nothing more than a graze. I then turned round mail steamer
run into our starboardBombay)liad
and looked astern, sent the chief oflieer down to
ipiarter, and cut us down. Our steam whistle was
"Cc what
.Newspaper Decisions.
damage was done and if the ship was blowingticrrely,
and the guns were being loaded to
making water, and said to the pilot, “I do not think fire
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
as alarm notes, for it was certain that the ship
then* i" mm h harm done; if there is. we shall see
directed to his name or another’s,
was in a sinking condition : it had *o been expect- post-office—whether
j or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible
for
'ignab, rockets or lights that she wishes us lo go ed
by Lieut.-Commander \V. Muldaur. Tlie most, the payment.
down to her.’’ I stopped the engines ns nearly as
the crew, and no cry
It a person orders his paper discontinued, he must
2.
1 can tell about ten minutes.
The chief oflieer perfect discipline pervaded
was heard or alarm was manifested.
Taking a pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send
••nine up to me and reported the ship making water
hurried view, T saw that we eould stay afloat hut a it until payment in made, and collect the whole amount,
forward. I then said, “I can see no signals of disshort time, and I then elimbed into the main rig- whether the paper is taken from the office or not.
trc"". and nothing can be wanted,v and then steam:5. The courts have decided that refusing to take newsed ahead for Yokohama, as the ship was making ging, when the guns were tired. This was about 10 papers and periodicals from the post-office, or
removing,
minutes after tlie collision. The officer of the deck
u a’cr and I had mails and
passengers on board. then announced that the ship was going down fast, anti leaving them uncalled for, is prlma racie evidence
of intentional fraud.
But while "tanding and looking astern I asked the
to
and ordered the crew
take to the rigging. Look- j
pilot, suppose the ship was hurt or that I should
down the hatching down. 1 saw the water
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date on
require it, when* I could go for safety. The an- es abaft the mainmast. 1 pouring
then took oil'my coats, the colored
"W* r was, thciv i.*, not the slightest fear, the spit is
slips attached to the paper. It is the only
and in a few seconds the ship gave a lurch and form of
so near at
a
receipt now used. For instance, 15 May (58,
hand
ship cannot go down. I then went down stern tirst. I was taken under. \ should means that
the subscription is paid to that date. When
came up to Yokohama.
Even after we got here I
think, about 1'> or 20 feet, and, on coming up. a new payment is made, the date will he immediately
thought very little of the collision. \ had not the found
to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent
myself near a boat, for which I struck out, changed
slightest idea of the consequences except that I and when
with every paper. Subscribers in arrears are requested
nearly exhausted was drawn on board to
might merely have cut his quarter gallery off.
forward the sums due.
1
Master
Yates.
saw
heads:
the
by
many
dotting
Nothing else. 1 did not know what ship she was. water,
but the sea soon swept us away, and they which thesending money, states'll E POST OFFICE to
I remarked a* she passed that she was an auxiliary
paper is sent.«£*
were lost to view. The Bombay did not stop or
►crow.
I am a stranger to this port, never having
send us boats; had she done so,‘nearly every man
been here before.
aboard would have been saved. She* was struck PARTY LINES IN TOWN AND
CITY AFExamined by Mr. Barnard.
After she opened
abaft the mizzen-mast. at an angle of about
out the green light I kept the helm a-port.
She just
FAIRS.
and
cut
to
the
water’s
There
degrees,
thirty
edge.
was going fourteen knots, both tide and wind setwere thirty-nine lives saved by the cutter which
An interesting question, to those who lake
ting in her favor. She was about 100 feet from us took us
ashore, where we found shelter and tire at 1
when 1 observed her crossing my bow.". Another
and guiding the machinery
The next, morning T was part in
a Japanese tea-house.
twenty feet would have cleared us. 1 was going taken on the
Bombay, and from thence transferred ot a party, is—to what extent is
7 1-2 t<» s knots, or rather, I should say, not more
party alleto the Yangtze, in which I arrived at Yokohama.
7 1-2. The night was dark, but could see the stars.
giance binding upon men? or bow far should
STATEMENT OF M VSTER YATES.
1 could not sec, to distinguish from another object
a nian a "hip's width off.
Sin* was about one mile
The statement ol' this officer is. that when about it concern itself with the divisions and suboil when I saw the sidelights, f can hardly say two miles off Saratoga Spit. 1 saw the
lights of the divisions of government and society ? The
the time. The other vessel evidently starboarded Bombay: she came right on. anil struck the Oneida
her helm crossing our bow>. She,' by so doing, on the starboard
a
hole
in us to history ot parties, which is as old as the regangway, cutting
brought, the wind more on her quarter. When I the water’s edge, and through which the whole in- cords ot constitutional
tirst saw the lights I ported the helm and kept it so terior of the gun room was visible. She carried
governments, shows
until 1 shut her lights in, and she, seeing my light-, away ourgig. binnacle-wheel and rudder,
instantly the usefulness of these organizations. They
"Jarhoarded her helm and crossed my hows. Im- killing two men at the wheel. All the officers who
as cheeks
upon the assumptions, enmediately 1 starboarded and caught her on the were not on deck rushed up (or were brought up. operate
quarter instead of nmidship, as 1 should otherwise some being sick), and sail was instantly shortened. croachments and
extravagancies of each
have done. I was on the bridge at the time, had II was evident to us all that the
ship'was a total other, and by this very
been there from 11 a. m. 1 had been up all the! wreck, and that she would
vigilance play an imdown
in
a few mingo
previous night making the island. From the time I utes. As the Bombay hauled away from the colli- portant part in the
ot government.
economy
"aw the lights until the occurence 1 was on 11»*
sion Lieutenant-Commander Stewart
shouted,
tn their larger sphere, of
operations, like
bridge.
"Shiii ahoy ! Ship ahoy ! Lay to; yon have cut us
tin* court. At the time the collision look to the water!"
This was repeated three times, the concerns ot our national
government,
)']:»••• all tin- people were at their station.- as usual hut. as she paid no heed, our whistle was blown
in which each party gives
and customary. The second officer was on the and three
expression to the
guns tired. The order was given to
tore part of the poop and the fourth officer bv the "lower
away the bouts.” but tlie life-boat was only views of a large portion of the commmnity,
"’heel to see my signals attended to. 31 y reason available, as the cutter was
shipped in "cradle'' on their action is second
for sending an officer to the wheel wa> that the hoard: Hie life-boat was manned and
only to the operations
pushed away,
quartermaster during the previous half-hour had l)r. Snddard and 15 men were saved in her.) A- ot the
government itselt. When a party has
not answered my signals quick
an
aide
the ship sunk the cutler was got afloat, and myself
enough:
M-a-man, and a sea-eunnie were at the wheel. and ds others were saved in her.
As the ship was given expression to its views, by resolutions
There w as no one in the* chains, but a quarter- fast
sinking. Captain K. T. Williams, who was on on these matters, its adherents who expect
master was ready if wanted.
I have never been the bridge, was asked toget onboard, but be refusin Japan before and have not seen the entrance bv
ed to do so. saying. "No. ( shall stay in my ship if to partake of its advantages, must be held to
daylight. This was my reason for taking a pilot. she goes down.'’ Lieut.-Commandor Mnldaur a strict observance of its
rules, and to give
I had no idea of the nationality of the other vessel.
walked lip, and, touching his hat, said. "sir. UnI remarked that she was an
auxiliary screw. I ship is going down." "I know it," said the captain, it a thorough and prompt support. A want I
have been at sea thirty-seven years and have been “lint what can 1
do
1 have repeatedly asked for of
discipline, and a consequent lack of vigor,
Twenty in command. 1 did not see any damage, boats, hut could not get them." At this moment
and merely imagined the quarter gallery was Hie
The same rules apply to
settled, the smokestack came over and is to invite defeat.
ship
knocked oil'. The pilot said the same thing.
1 forced t lie cutter from the ship’s side, and she went State
afl’aiis, and to all the elections of ofli-opposed that no harm had been done. 1 had no down stern first. I hauled Captain's Clerk William
idea of having struck the other ship dangerouslv. F. Crowninshield on hoard, and
made a great effort cers whose functions may operate upon State
1 did not see any signals, rockets or
lights. I look- to save Lieutenant-Commander Stewart, hut lie or national
ed for them, and saw no signals.
politics.
I heard no guns. sunk just before I reached him.
saying as lie went
I did not see the other vessel clew up her sails. 1 down. "For
But in
this
Cod’s sake save me !" lie was quinscale, we
heard nothing at all from the other vessel. As she ill at the time.
come to the matter of
passed US the pilot called out, “What do you
municipal
choosing
The statement ot I>r. Suddard, who was
mean?" The pilot's name is Connor. I believe’Inofficers—the mayor and aldermen of cities,
is an American, but I am not sure. He did not at saved in the
life-boat, will he found on the and tlic, selectmen of towns.
Their duties
any time suggest to me that there was any danger
All accounts from the arc
me th<* other vessel.
He agreed with m<- that if the outside of this paper.
limited to the care of strictly local affairs
olhei ve-sel wanted assistance he would send nj,
neighborhood of the disaster unite in stating
-1 tie
tiin-tiwn vs nnlitie linoUl, a.... .1,
rocket.
It i- customary on hoard our ships J »
such
«nd six rockets
for instant use. I that the utmost indignation is felt on all hands ment,- and
have
outside the
«>!

cut

things

comes

out
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7 L'. M.
s
grave, dignified and good, and to reject V ahva- the
Mi i>kau JoiiiNAi.: Out- weekly mail
and unpria ipled. This Louisa does, and iri\ ■gay
<. lark, Sculp.
foi' yum' city closes early lo-morrow morning
Satorys to Frou-Frou, though cherishing lit elf
anil 1 hasten to give you a brief account ol
an unhappy passion for him.
r rou-1- row doe-n'!
This slali will be erected in the new depot
the result ol our annual town meeting, hel.l
seem to have any heart or thought about the matter,
building in this city. Any one desiring to and would a> soon have one as the other, and so i> this day. As usual in this town, the majority
know its exact location, can see it on the married to Satory. After a lapse of years we iiud prevailed.

The great question that has agitated the
bosom of Doddletown for the past six months
tirely to the neglect
is settled; dubbins elected Chairman of the
Last year the Bangor Whig fought shy of pretty child. At this stage of affairs Louisa comes Selectmen, and the road from The Forks to
to live with them during a protracted absence of
Swamp Hollow is a lixeil fact!
the Governor question, announcing that its
their father. She pities Henri and hi< child, and
In the fare and eyes of all opposition the
candidate would be the man who should be sets to work to
supply to them -omc of! !«. no fort- work has hitherto gone steadily on—the road
nominated. This year, however, it knows of a happy home. She is so far .-ueecs-fui
lo has been
passable for ox-sleds during the
it preferences a long time in advance, and make herself indispensable t«» the happine- of j past winter—and before next fall will he
who consults her upon all or. a-dm- and completed and opened to the public.
presses the claims of Gen. Horsey of that Satorys,
The Snubbins party rallied in strength,
the most minute affairs.
upon
city. This movement is intended to head off Valreas who has
emitident that they should carry the day and
always cherished bis passion for
defeat the great enterprise :—but they have
Gov. Chamberlain, whose continuance in
Frou-Frou, and secretly pursued her, mm becomes
office a very large portion of the republican so bold in his declarations a-to frighlen cv-m thc failed ! The dubbins Hag floats triumphantly from the ridge-pole, of deacon Snuffles’
party still favor, including the soldiers who reckless Frou-Frou, who bids him leave her ami
grist-mill' Vi,in /lcn< .- the Deacon’s daughParis, and Hies to her husband’s love and protection,
adhere to that faith.
ter married a dubbins.
resolving to live a better 1 ife. She tinds herself too
Nearly the entire voting population was
The general railroad consolidation bill will late. Tier husband treats Tier like an idolized present when the
meeting was called to ornot be passed this winter, at Augusta.
There child, but goes to Louisa with all bis plan- and pur der. and it looked very much as if Snubbins
at last to madness, she in a lit of was to be the
“coming man.” In the lirst
is no trouble in the Senate, but about twenty- poses. Stung
accused Louisa with having stolen place, there were all the original opponents
anger
jealous
live members of tin House are candidates for
the affection of her husband and child, and then of the road; next, all those who originally
Congress, and afraid of theory of “monop- flies to Venice with Valreas. She is followed in favored it but changed trout, when thev
oly.” The measure will doubtless pass another time bv her husband, who kills Valreas, gives his found they couldn’t be highway surveyors or
winter, and meantime the roads can be prac- wife her marriage dower, and goes back to his get a fat job out of it; next, the whole drive
from Skunk's
with Old Skunk at
tically consolidated under the powers that home a heart broken man. Frou-Frou leads ever their head—all Landing
bound to go their death I'm
a repentant and remorseful life and finds herafter
Snubbins. Worse than all, there were quite
they already have.
self six months afterward in Paris—sick and dying.
a
number from The Forks, and some from
Last Monday witnessed some remarkable She longs for the forgiveness of Satorys, and semis Swamp Hollow, ami nil the votes between
for him, but be will not see her. SI).* then goes to
conversions to democracy in this city. Wo
Nutmeg Uidge and The Falls, friends of the
his home, see him and die*, in his arm- after gi\ii.g road, but “bound to kill off
Ciiibbins,” aare credibly informed that such recruits as
her husband and child to Louisa and receiving the
said, road or no road."
tiiey
Columbia L\ Carter, Aaron Pendleton and forgiveness of all. A very tragic story with a vflier, wasn't anywhere near the exciteHenry ,J. Woods were seen to deposit in the happy ending. I say happy, because Frou-Frou ment ther was a year ago, when we voted
ballot box the pure Democratic ticket. Wo i having enjoyed a death-bed repentance undoubted- in new-sliingle the old red -ehool-lioiiso.biit il
could he seen with half an
that every
goes to Heaven after all her wirkvdm*--.
;
hope these gentlemen will not backslide from ly Lester Wallack, at the Poston Thcatn na- 1»< n man was in earnest and knew,eye
or thought Inthe faith, but will come up with increased
giving Bostonians a week of comedy after the tr ig- kuew, what he was about. The voting went
zeal next Septet iber. Are there any more ie Fechter. I chanced to sec him in the
on very quietly, on the whole.
1 amused
im;»cr-onwith looking on, and talking a little
on the anxious seat? “While the
lamp holds at ion of Hugh Chalooto, in tic military dram.i j myself
now
and then with the candidates, first with
*•( Hirs." The character does not afford much
out to burn,” &o.
one, then with the other, about the price ol
i*
n
for WaHack’s peculiar powers; but enough
what the Legislature was doing, pros
of him to convince anyone of the ea- and gracefu.- gold,
OFFICIAL VOTE OF BELFAST.
peet of an early spring, and other political
ness for which he is so noted.
His strong j•• »int matters',
mayor’s vote.
they didn’t either of them, however,
i
5
consists in throwing aside all stage-tricks and be il seem to he much interested in
Wards
2
4
5
Total.
my remark-.,
111 150 105
Axel I lay lord,
51
30
150
thoroughly natural. Airs. J. P>. Booth, wlm sup- especially as the time drew near for closing
,J. 11. Kaler,
23
54
CO
47 102
200
2
1
1
10
0
14
Scattering,
ported him, is one of the most graceful 1 adi upon the polls.
the Boston stage.
Just before they closed, old Ciesar llyngs
130
185 100 111 138
736
To-night the Italian Opera Troupe, consisting of —the only culleri.d /iit'-ou. in the town, and
ALDERMEN.
for that reason, being as good as a white
Ward i.
Henry f, Forbes, (elected) 113. Jos. William- Kellogg, Adelaide Phillips, Herr Hablcmaiin. J u ini
son, 20.
Scattering, 2.
Lefranc and other noted singers, are to appe-o- at man and a little better, always allowed to
Ward 2. Seth 1. Milliken, (elected) 145.
James 15.
east two votes—came up and east them both
the same house. They remain two week-.
March, 28. Scattering, 8.
1.. 1). Woodward, elected) 101. Chas. l’almWard 3.
Music Ilall on Friday evening last was the -com* for dubbins.
er, 51. Scattering, 2.
“It’s all day with Snubbins,” said 1 to myof one of the most interesting occasions that has
Ward 1. Geo. I*. Ferguson, (elected) 115.
so I stepped up and voted for him.
1
Ward 5. Geo. W Heed, t elected) 103.
1'. C. Ellis. 50
taken place in Boston for some time, being the cd- self;
am now, and always have been a dubbins
of
ebration
tin* Semi-centennial anniversary of the
COMMON COIWCILMKN.
mail, but 1 voted
man, and a friend of tie
i'lii- was the fir-i
Ward 1. 1. W. Parker, 115; Harrison Mahoney, 01, Mercantile Library Association,
tor Snubbins on /'// tj h —its a /eriuel tdt
<’
Condon, 20: l). G. Hinds, 20. Scat- association of the kind ever formed in tin {’mod
22.
with me a Pa a vs to taki
d, with the “under
tering.
Ward 2.
Isaac Allard, 150; J.C. lownsend, 152, (elect
Slides, and a history of it- formation. p -ml*r«--s and
1
Dobbin*s; Anson F.. Ihirhmn.
Mootici. .lM!«U‘S tip LO lie jar-nil O.l j.
:i- \
1
-.
11:11
When the vote was de< hired it stood Igs
luring,
;inl 5.
L., \7. Pendleton, IMS; L. A. Pitcher, 105, and ably given by <'baric- IL Frotbinghain.
rmlor dubbin
1)7 for Snubbins; total 2M.
.elected,. David s. Lincoln W: A. li. Clark.Seat- er president of the association. A Idi •---wre
o ut
As
as the excitement
tering, 2.
following tin
also
made
Ward 1. Free nan W. Shephard, 70; S. J.
by John A. Lowell, (iov. rlallin, M voi announcements had subsided, Squire ''dubGurney, 05.
elected). K. Maddoeks, 13; S. P. Gurney,20.
Shurtletf, lion. A. II. I:L
Hon. Robert <
Win- bins rose, and thanked his fellow citizens foi
Ward i. J. (. Whitten, 08; A. J. Dean,’ 05. elected).
J. P. Ames, ’s; Honj. T. Black, 10.
Ihrop, and others. Tin* Handel and Haydn Society the honor conferred ill electing him, First
very effectively sang "lie watching over I.-rad'" Selectman, anil only regretted that theii
constaih.es.
from "ElijahHallelujah ( horns from thc“Me- choice had not fallen on hi- liighlv esteemed
Elected. Ward 1. J. Lovell Frye. Ward 5. Ezra
Bickford. Ward 3. 1. W. Smalley. Ward 1. T, A. -hih," and other sclcciions. Adelaide Phillip- con- and respected neighbor and friend .Majm
Beckwith. Wards. Ira Libby.
tributed several solos, and Miss Houston, Mr. .John Snubbins; thereupon all the Snubbins men
hurrahed. .Major Snubbins then rose and
WARDENS.
F. B inch and Mr. William J Winch appeared in
thanked his fellow citizens for the
eompli
Ward 1. G -o. p. Field. W ard 2. Wm. F. Wash- quartette. S<f that altogether tin evening wa-pa
rnent conferred in easting their votes for him,
bum. Wan! 5. Alfred G. Ellis. Ward 1. L. 15. Cob- cd
very pleasantly and liapi>ily.
bet t, Ward r. F. P. Fames.
hut n
that
the
voice
of the
truly
gratified
Rev. A. L. Stone delivers liis farewell l< i-turc on
WARD CLERKS.
had -elected, for the olliee of First
majority
Life
in
in
Mu.-ic
on
California,
Hall,
Wcdne-da
Ward 1. Chas. II. Wording.
Ward 2.
John W.
Selectman, a gentleman -o competent to disIlaraden. Ward 3. Fitz W. Gilbert. Ward 1. Oliver evening next, and returns on the fdlowittg
day to
harge its duties as pis highly respected and
Chase. Ward 5. Henry W. Mason.
the Sunset Land.
Attest. JOHN H. QFIMBY, Clerk.
intimately personal friend Squire dubbins
i >u r Hibernian brothers a re
making great pivpar- thereupon ail the dubbins men hurrahed.
■itions for the eelcbratiou of St. Patrick's «la>. an I A !'( /;• in
dubbins and Snubbins bavn’t
We .judge from other accounts that, the reon Thursday next the city will be gay w iiii ..j--tspoken to eaeli since the
ot a road
ported recovery of a portion of the money tions, marching troop-, and music'- niivenine from The Forks to Swampproject
Hollow was lirst
taken by the Bowdoinlmm robbers is not true. strains. We -ball
started.
undoubtedly l,e there to -r,
\ motion was then
A summing up of the an omits of the < il y ret a
The -Maine correspondent of the Boston Hermade, and carried,
that the lection of the other town officers he
an increase of ovei three million- of dollar- in tin
ald says—
deterred
until
to-morrow, and the mectiii"
W<- are informed that the Bowdoinlmm Bank expenses ol'the <-i11 govermnen! over la-t v.-ar.
The largest part of the rotors
robbers are still negotiating for their deliverance This is largely for street improvements .in which adjourned.
proceeded forthwith to the Liquor Agenev
from the state Prison at Tliomaston. They have Boston is extensively
engaged at preseu;.
a “total abstinence” man. I did
offered to restore $55.01tn of the stolen money if
not go
The weather since Saturday afternoon ha- been Ib'ing
it
is
can
be
and
said
that
on
these
released,
with the crowd but went
they
directly homo to
terms the Governor will pardon them if they ran something fearful tohelmld. Tlieold saying "March
I'oimmmieate the result of the election to
obtain a petition in their favor from two-thirds of comes in like a lion and goes out like
iamb” Mrs. Doddle-.
the voting population of the Slat". The robbers seems
likely to prove true in tie tir-t instance
If is very remarkable how considerate wo
oiler $5000 to defray the expenses of circulating tie
Such a driving, blinding, bewildering gale, and men of her
petition, and one of them agrees to give inane
persuasion—wives of total ahull
bonds for bis return to prison if the otlieials wiil sueli an incessant fall of snow, lias not been known
men
are.>■ 1 found the hot watei
, I
,u as to obtain
allow him to lie absent three 'tax
in Boston for many a day. Alas for ill, sailor!
ready for me. and the sugar, and
the hidden treasure. Those who lost their money

plan of
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Tlie storm and the wild will not lie merciful. And
1 'illl's,
d. \\ A -111 N• I IN 1 >1 >1 >1 >) |
to-morrotv the papers tt ill undoubtedly tell us of
many a noble ship swept on to destruction, and ol
many a brave heart that went to its doom amid the RFBUKF OF THC RASH AND SANGUINARY
PHIL. SHERIDAN
shrieking of tile blast and erasiiing ot th, ■■elseFrom tin' Ohio State .Imirmil.
'Tis a hard life our sailor hoys lead. Iml—
• *in
if the objections 111:u 1 • to Sheridan as
"Men must work and women must weep—
1
'Van ior i-. that lie kills
The sooner it'- o’er the -ooner to sleep,"
people. Another
that lie kills the Indian father at a time
IT.nir,
" In n
lii- Family need him as a
provider ot

plan.

of the

The Portland Argus gives the particulars
of tin' death of Abby Monroe, a woman
about bo years of age, who actually died
from starvation in that city.
Her husband
absent, she could get no work, was too
ditlident to make her condition known, and
perished from want in a room that, she hired.

>

was

How little the world knows of the sufferings
of those that live in it I
A fearful snow storm anil

tin'

westward

gale prevailed at

The letter of
Boston correspondent will give some idea
of ils severity in that vicinity.
Here the day
was pleasant but overcast.
We received no
mail beyond Portland on Tucsdav
morning
in consequence of the snow blockade on the
on

Sunday.

our

railroad.

•

No Democratic ('auens

supporting

dignant friends

•"od. a:al the innocent
s<|uaws ami children
-mti'i'
mi this cruelty.
\YV always did
■Itiek siteridan killed the enemy too much,
Ponv.spondenco of tin-Journal.
win can't you just shoot them a "little, Phil.,
IM:i:k Ni.i.. March 7.
so as not
to hurt them ?
Our sea-girt town is not no far out of the wo rid
Why do you want
to go round
Unit events worthy of record do not
making a graveyard of evervWe
happen.
oily that murders American citizens? Don’t
have incidents, accidents, joy-, sorrow-, and are
you know any way to carry on war without
'■Veil so tashionahie as to have
rogue- and robberies
killing people in this way ? Suppose the
among us. There i> a stir about depredations mi
pool Piegans have taken a scalp or two, and
the mail in one of theotliers here. It i< impossible
dug tlie bowels out of a few live babies, and
or
receive
to send
money through that particular subjected
a few women to the
embraces ot
office without loss; as much as three hundr> I dol- halt a tribe ol the most lit llish rulliaus
that
ever wore the human form, what has
lars has come up missing the past winter.
that to
Von ought not to blame the
The ladies of Purnt < <*ve having already -oriel \ | ■l" "»<h ii
ilows. Indians always do that wav.
and are put- poor
are resolved to have a mocting-hou>;
\
diim.I. r- ! toil -Mould -■ ml missionaries to them. Send
ting their mites together to build om*.
a P 'aee
able fund i< already accumulated.
thnnmissioner send them the
1
1111
G < ■-’• -send them a bald-head
tin*
Young Mr. Parsons, who wa.N drowned
•
! Dmikei that caul he
sad accident near Rockland. belonged here,
nd
scalped--send t item
-eonlmiiid ii—-end them Sumner and hi.
was about to he married to Mis- Pabbidge, an amiWe can spare him.
It would do
abh* young lady. Sheba- gone i.» Rorkiand hi iv-• speeches.
him good to go.
Ii would do us good to
cover his remains.
have him go. The Indians would be
In conclusion, Mr. Editor, let me
glad to
say that, what- -Me him.
Let him take Airs, t ohli aloit""
ever the rest of the great, world
may think or -ay of Let him take the whole
female lobby from
un, "v hold that We are <>t sonic
consequence, and W ashington.
If they can’t bring the Piemiii
consider ourselves to he
pretty much what the re-t to repentance and to thinking of his latter
of civilized mankind are,
end nobody can.
although
Along the cool sequestered paths of life
And don’t be so rash with your shoot in"w e- hold the even tenor of our
more.
wa>
Don’t you remember how you
any
The young girls here are fond ofdreN>,.i.
mk; used I’os-'i r in the Valley? lie only wanted
generally an, and a good many of them busy* to come along down in the rear.
He wasn’t
themselves knitting seines tor 25 emits a
Vet what did you do to
day, anil | hurting you any.
think they do well to get
You went out with Custer
that; but after all, when j that young man
then- is a party
they are all there, enjoying them- ami shot at him, ami charged into him with
\our interna!
selves as well as they do
cavalry, and made him git tilt
any where else. We haw
Hilling schools, singing schools and some dancing hL .trtillerv wagons went so fast otdy one
wlic 1 touched the ground, and his horses
schools; pianos, melodeons and a great number of'
were m ail', tired to death.
That's no way
sewing machines. Ynd. if you will believe it. the !"
treat a man.
You should lie polite and
girls wear switches, too. just the same as they do
Iriendly to these Indians. Give them blankany where! A good many will -peak of us aet- and Spencer rifles and
scalping knives ;
Islanders, and think we are of no consequence, but giv e them tobacco and meerschaum
pipes, or
we feel we are
considerably so, for do not the dem- Parlaga cigars; give (hem the Agricultural
04Tats carry the day—ami what more can be -aid in
Report, and the Congressional Globe, and
1)i:i:k Isr.r.
| “ur favor?
Greeley's “Recollection of a Rusy Life,” and
e
W
es
[
would like full addl
of ourrorrcspoiidenl, oilier
civilizing documents. Give them
as we wish to addleline t<> tin* \ in i. ! i.i:.
Lydia Thompson. Give them Lydia Ye
j
I• v ii! mean
I dm i;M,
i
diem i.
LETTER

FROM

DEER

ISLE.

1

■

was

called in Au-

gusta for the municipal election, the Democrats

j

tHe ('iti/.ens ticket. (fur inBelfast will please make a

in

note of it.

Henry E. Prentiss, Republican, was on
Monday elected Mayor of Bangor, over Coe,
Republican, .fames F. Rawsun and Charles
W. Roberts, Democrats,

were

elected

men.

alder-j

‘•

Till: Schooi.mastek 02 Yku;s Aiu>. A friend,
who 1ms a passion for gathering up and preserving
relies of the past, recently placed in our hands, for
inspection, the original school teacher's bill for services, of which the

following

is a copy. rcchutiM

lilcynthH, name of town and

signature omitted.
May the Id—ISOS.
I To tiftean weeks of keeping skool at eight shili ling a week in the town of-in the Host riot
I wliare Thomass tufts Anil -1 lion perlev ar skool
i (’ominitty, it being twenty dolars. deceived seven
cl

dolars and twentv-tive cents.
Hit ft AK1> s——- Teal her.
Skoolmaster wa- abroad" in those
Verily, tin1

days.
"Stand and deliver" is ihe
wayman. [Hrog. \go.

language

of the

High-

\V«- know it. In order to be understood,
addle <d till* \"'e in it native toniroe

ur

!

■

■

■

■

LOCAL ITEMS, 4c.

GENERALITIES.
I in-

i- wii.it

happened

ment

ton—

Mr. Abel Waterman, living at No. •“» Short
vt, attempted to pull on one of hi> boot- this
mins; he found it oeeupied by a kitten whieli a
l>eii'< hievou- throe-year-old had put in there.
-tartled by the discovery lie made a sudden
inn w hich upset a kettle of hot water and burned
of hi.- feet quite badly.

sailing continues to be a favorite amusethe ponds in the vicinity,the thawing days

U-e boat

t<' Mr. \\ atonnan in 1><>-

on

and cold nights rendering the ice smooth in the
morning. We hear of a party of inexperienced
navigators who undertook to sail an ice-boat that

MAINE LEGISLATURE.
On Tuesday, the 9th, in the Senate Mr. Heed presented resolves requesting that the Maine delegation in Congress to use their influence to secure the
passage of the postal telegraph bill. The following
bills were passed to be enacted : Bill relating to the
sale of intoxicating liquors, and bill providing a
penalty for illegal voting. In the House the bill relating to harbor and interior fisheries was tabled.
The bill to fix the weight of a ton of coal at 2210
pounds, and bill to make the clerks of courts appointive by the Justices of the Supreme Court were
indefinitely postponed. The bill to incorporate the
Union Depot in Portland was recommitted. The
report of the Valuation Commissioners was presented to both branches, ordered printed and referred to the select committee on valuation. ExCongressman Pike, tlie member elect from Calais,
and Messrs. Wilson of Thomastou, and Grall'am of

to lie too milch for them. She got away
the mail at the helm, and went wildly rushing
over the pond, lirst on one tack and then on the
and slatlit-' Treasurer of the Maine Central 1». It. in- other, whacking the party with the boom,
i:i- n- that the statement copied from the l’ortting them off, till the ice was covered with hats,
nd Advertiser, to the etha t that Hon. John Ware
boots, buttons, pipes, pocket flasks and disabled
\iheiis. ha- demanded coin for the interesi on
Mr. n;i\ ig:itorj$!
'I. C. bonds, due in April, is ineorreet.
\\ has made no -mil demand. [Lewiston Journal.
Our City Clerk, John II. Quimby, Esq. .whose
official papers are models of neatness and accuracy, Vinalhaven, were qualified.
\ < ape Cod Ship < anal < ’ompan> ha> been
The consolidation bill was indefinitely postponed
receives frcquentcomplimcnts. The Committee on
and is pushing tiling',
in tlie Senate Wednesday. 15 to 11. The Commitof
the
that
War
Debt
papers
Equalization say
tee on education reported a bill authorizing towns
linn. II. 1>. Hire of \ugiista, has bren chosen the
-president of the Northern l’n itic Railroad the city of Belfast were the best arranged, clearest, and cities to purchase books for the schools. A resolve was adopted directing Committee on Revision
nnpam.
and altogether the best of any that came before
of Statutes to incorporate the acts passed this session
\ Reveriv man, while digging elams for his din- * them.
in tlie volume of Revised Statutes. Tlie Banking
a bill to extend the charters of
r. dug
up the body of a new-horn halu*. litOn Saturday, a young daughter, aged seven, of Committee reported
certain
State banks. In the House bills were intro•didn't relish the elams.
into
broken
had
a
Lewis C. Smith,
by running
leg
duced by the Railroad Committee additional to the
fhe * amden Herald says that the yearly product a team, while sliding down the Wilson Hill.
charter of the Portland & Rutland Railroad Co.,
ill \ inalhaven <|iiarries amounts to some $300.and to authorize tlie city of Portland to loan its
The steamer Katahdin is carrying a great many credit thereto. The Insane
•i«»; 17.'» niiMi are employed during the winter sea- ;
Hospital resolve passand from 200 t<» 300 in summer, at wages passengers and large freights. On Saturday she ed; also several appropriations for roads. The bill
raging from SI per day for green hands to S’» for was an hour and a half in discharging at her wharf to authorize the inhabitants of Brunswick to vote
q*ert workmen.
$40,(XX> for a town hall and stores was amended so
in this city
Hill
as to require a two-thirds vote, and passed.
! >*rt> thousand dollar.-? worth of gambling inSome new certificates of the remarkable perform- concerning the rate ol interest was passscu to he
-incuts. seized hv the police the pa<t year, were ances of the United States
Company's watches enacted by yeas 73, nays 40.
In the Senate Thursday the Military Committee
; week destroyed in Boston.
have been added to their advertisement in this pareported a resolveappropriating $t5,000 to the Hath
Several of these fine watches, which are
N< ar (ireenfield, Ind., a school teacher named per.
Orphan Asylum, which passed to lie engrossed.
mu -mnk one of the scholars over the head w ith
marvels of accuracy ns well as mechanical beauty, The Committee on Education reported a hitl lo au.a iron poker, from the etfecN ,.f which the bo\
Calvin TIervey thorize towns to abolish school districts. On the
are carried by citizens of Belfast.
tied the same night.
bill incorporating the Union Depot in Portland, a
their
sale.
i> agent for
majority voted reference to the next Legislature. The
111*.it 1 ink. Mr. .John H. Welch, one of the
The annual allowance of $.°*00 to the Waldo Ag- I consolidation hill was reconsidered and laid on the
ew of schr. Live 'l alike*', was "high line" the last
table, where it will probably rest until the ncxl
11 ip to
ieorge’s, his share of the stock amounting ricultural society, which came near being lost session.
The hill concerning the rate of interest
s!t_\"t -a pretty good fortnight's work.
The
in returns, has been saved, was enacted.
Jnthc House Mr. Barker presented
through
informality
!cidlest aiiioin.t Iasi year in the (ieorge's lislien
chanced to be at Augusta, a resolve in favor of Mt. Desert as a naval station
made by Mr. (reorge W. Wixon, steward of s l.. Milliken. Esq., who
the
United
also another providing for the
of
States;
sehi. Witchcraft. whose share amounted 1<*
looked after the matter.
preservation of the harbors of Maine, which were
:-j, w liieli w e believe is the largest ever made
office
The
sent to the Committee on Federal Relations.
A legal gentleman who recently moved his
ic trip.
[Cape Ann Advertiser.
Reform Committee reported t resolve providfrom the Telegraph Building to the opposite side of Legal
into
the
esjdent Crant, while walking ou Pennsylvania
for
aeommission
jail
toinquire
system.
ing
Main street, and hail his sign taken down, missed The hitl to reduce the poll tax was refused a
line with his son, Wa- assaulted hy an insane
passage.
in named Terrence « assidv, who threatened him
that useful guide-hoard from its temporary place of Ought to pass was reported on the resolve relating
The assailant w'a> handed over
The
hill
to
abolish
the
death
.’li assassination.
to
postal telegraph.
deposit on the sidewalk. After a long search lie
dn* police and sent to the asylum.
come up by assignment, and the question
discovered that some of his thirsty neighbors had penalty
being put upon its passage, il was defeated, by yeas
i !missing steam-hip Selnnidt. from Bremen,
pawned it for drinks at a neighboring ale-shop. fill, nays tit). The hill to increase the compensation
arrived a! N« w York. Her engine broke down The Colonel
for
those
enterprising of the members of the Legislature was-amended by
proposes ainotto
inserting $250 for $300, now 150, and then the
gal*-, and she wa- is days in making the soutli- youths—*'Iu hoe signo v hires.”
House voted to indefinitely postpone the hill, by
rn passage.
on
The former residence of Joseph F. Hall, Esq.,
yeas 70, nays 44.
On Friday, the Senate refused to concur in UnI'll President lias nominated .bum 1,. Stevens of High street, has been leased, by Mrs. George Baker,
vote of the House rejecting the hill to abolish capiMista. Minister to I raguay.
and is being refurnished and fitted for a first-class tal
and
a committee of con-

proved
from

form-j

We will weep not for her, for her troubles are o’er,
LEGAL QUESTION ANSWERED.
FOR EVERYBODY!
But will look to that desolate hearth
A Cleveland Herald correspondent says: A Where the sister will smile on its inmates no more,
Invisible Photographs—curious and amusing—25 cedte
For the brother and sister must part.
a package.- Photograph Albums, holding 20 full-sized
day or two ago jour Columbus corresponparents all lonely and sad,
cards, bound in gilt cloth, 25 cts. Gay and Fancy Phodent, in writing about an examination oflaw We will think of those so
Bereft of a daughter
loving;
The Girl of the
tographs, 2 for 25 cts. or 5 for 50 cts.
students, gave the following questions as hav- No more by her
presence their hearts shall be glad,
Period,” a splendid colored engraving, very guy, only 15
of
one
the
been
examinin
vain
for
her
listen
will
cts. Oriental Perfume—something new and nice—25 cts.
ing
coining.
They
propounded by
a package.
Fountain Pens, 25 cts. a dozen. Reproers :
We’ll commend them to Jesus, he will heal up the wound,
ductive Physiology and Marriage Guide, a valuable book
“A great many years ago there lived a genRestoring sweet peace to their breast;
of over 300 pages, 50 cts. Any of these goods sent posttleman named Lazarus, who died possessed And when the Archangel his trumpet shall sound,
paid on receipt of price. Catalogue of Books, EngravThey will meet in the land ot the blessed.
ings, Novelties,&e.,—a great variety—sent for one stamp.
of chattels, real and personal. After this
UNION BOOK CO.,
In Liucolnville, March 1st, of Scarletinia, Eugenia j Address all letters to
event, please inform us, young man, to whom II., only daughter of Ephraim M. and Lucy A. Miller,
3\v.'U
Belfast, Maine.
did they go ?”
0
3
months
and
15
aged years,
days.
The student replied, “To his administra’Tis past! and the young spirit’s fled
To purer, brighter realms on high;
tor and his heirs.”
The last fond parting word is said
“Well, then,” continued the examiner, “In
’l'was sad, how sad that last, Good-by !
it CliOSHY, at their store, foot of Main
four days lie came to life again; inform us,
IKYVIS
J street, oiler lor sale the lollowiug desirable goods,
We list to hear thy silvery voice,
very low—
sir, whose were they then?” Which interWhose tones, were wont, to glad our ear,
Whose cheerful words bade all rejoice—
10 Hhds. Cienfuegos Molasses.
esting inquiry we submit to the lawyers.
We list in vain I thou art not here!”
1 am not a lawyer, but I see no difficulty
10 Tierces
In Montville, March 10th, Eliza A., daughte r of Mar- !
in the inquiry.
20 Barrels 4
cus Vose, aged 33 years.
Lazarus died and was buried. As soon as
200 Barrels Flour.
Another loved one has passed away from earth, and a
he died, his property, if he left no will, vest- large circle of relatives and friends mourn their loss. A j
10 Chests Tea.
daughter, a loving sitter, a faithful friend; in all
ed in his legal heirs. The law gives no man dutiful
200 Boxes Scaled Herring.
the relations of life were' shown those beauties of charTIIK ABOVE WILL HE SOLD AT BKDUCED
the right to die lor four days and then come acter, which spring only from purity and holiness ol
heart. During a long and painful sickness, her thoughts ! BATES. GIVE US A CALL.
to life again.
were drawn continually toward her Savior, and at last, !
3w33
Legally, Lazarus couldn't rise. 1 have no calmly and in peace, she closed her eyes on earth to open Belfast, MarchS, ISro,.
doubt the supreme court would decide that them in Heaven. And as we shall meet her no mor<
on earth, let us think of her as one of that happy uum
the Lazarus who rose was not the Lazarus her who are
Administrator’s Sale.
arrayed in white robes,—an inhabitant of
who died,
lie was not the Lazarus. The that Celestial City, within whose gates no sorrow or pain
l. BE SOLD AT PUBLIC AUCTION
by virtue
new
Lazarus would oI course know and feel can find entrance; and may the consolation be ours, that
oi a liccuee from the Court of Probate for the
when we, too, are called to go, we may meet her again in
within himself that he was the old Lazarus, the beautiful
County of Waldo, on Monday, the eleventh day of April,
land ol rest, to part no more forever.
A. I). 1S70, at 10 of the clock forenoon, at John
‘*
Greely’s
and go round boi ing about his legal wrongs,
Fold her, O, Father, in thine arms,
dwelling house at Palermo, all the right title and in
And let her henceforth he
but every lawyer would leave him as quickly as
ivretd of Ituliis Turner, minor son and heir of Woodman
A messenger of love between
Turner, late of Palmero, deceased, has in or too any and
possible, say iugin parting, "It's a mighty hard
Our human hearts and thee.’’
H.
all real estate descending to him by his
father.consisting
hard‘ease, but it your heirs can prove your
ot about r»0 acres of laud, together with
building thereon.
death and that they came in legally under
Subject to widow’. right of dower
SHIP NEWS.
GltKELY, Guardian of said Minor.
; Pit’ermo, JOHN
the statute, there is no way for Lazarus to
March sth, 1370.
Uv3.i
make them disgorge. All you can do is this
PORT OF BELFAST.
about
fellotv
hire
a
sixty—to
—you’re
young
ARRIVED,
G. F. FLING,
out as a clerk, try to save something from
March loth. Brig Benj Carver, Pendleton, Bucksvilie, !
Schs
Mary, Limeburner, Bucksvilie; James Jewett,
your salary so as to go into business again,
Boston.
build uj) a grand estate, make a will and Coombs.
12th. Sch Oak Grove, West, Boston.
tell your legal heirs to go to the d—
SAILED.

appointed
Mr.
nil id all lias retired lrom the < amden llerboarding-house. .Mrs. Baker has had much expe- ference. The House bill to increase the compensaof
the legislature came from that
of
tion
memliers
l-i. his interest in the establishment having been rience, and will make a very pleasant home for her
brunch indefinitely postponed, which action was
purchased by his late partner, \Y. H. Twomhly,
concurred in by the Senate, 13 to 10. The special
ConsMerable amusement was caused, one windy committee on temperance reported a bill to regulate
Kmi who will in future conduct if affairs. The
ofHouse
of
a
Custom
!a
1! -raid
excellent local paper, and a credit to day last week, by the sight
liquor agencies, prevent imposition in its sale, and
to establish a State agency in Bangor. The considtic town.
ficial, usually deliberate in Ins movements, indulg- eration of the Portland
Union Depot was assigned
<
aptain Frederick Luybnsh. of \.»vv York, en- ing in a lively chase alter his hat, across the square. for Tuesday. The bdl providing for the employi upon bis I Until year Wednesday.
IF solved
He recovered it.
ment of teachers by school committees was indefithe lViiinsular war,was at Waterloo, and guardnitely postponed, IS to <>. Ill the House a large
Brig Beuj. Carver and schooner Mary, from number of hills and resolves were finally passed.
Napoleon during his imprisonment at St. Helena.
arrived
with
hard
S.
('.,
The bill to set off a part of Somerville to WashingBiieksville,
pine timber,
Hen Hntler has appointed a colored hoy, from
last week. A portion of their cargoes was for Ion was lost after a long discussion. Tn the debate
ib-in, to a cadetship at West Point.
the reconsideration of the Fort Fail-field
railroad bridges, and a portion for Me.Gilvery’s concerning
High School, granting aid thereto, Mr, Baker said
\ curious device—runners attached to wheels—
he would establish a principle to grain aid to any
in vogue among some of tin* pedlcrs. By this shipyard.
Women’s rights have gone into operation in the high school that would devote a sum of money
re au< one cart does tin year round. It is a Yankee
lo that asked ol the State. Mr. Stone, of
equal
nut ion.
town of Brooks. Miss S. F. Roberts, an accomKennebunk, opposed the proposition and the House
and
a
teacher
by profession, refused to reconsider, yeas 40, nays 45.
I he steamer Kewiston, Capt.
Deering, will leave plished young lady,
lias been elected a member of the Superintending
Saturday in the Senate, resolves relative to the
Portland for Maehias on
next, and make
punishment

■

■

Friday

A

J^OVELTIES

GROCERIES!

School Committee. She is about 20 years of age,
-■mart and good looking. When it was known that
she was a candidate, her opponent gallantly with-

See advertisement.

preservation
mending ML.

WOOD

Johnson's Anodyne Liniment is, without doubt,
the safest, surest, and best remedy that has ever
been invented tin- internal and external use. ft is
applicable to a great variety of complaints, and is
eipially beneficial for man and beast.
We have seen ii stated in various papers throughout the country, that Agents for tlje sale of Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders were authorized
to refund the money to any person who should use
them and not be satisfied with the result. We
doubted this at first, but the proprietors authorize
us to say that, it is true.

Aia»Glj 10£h. Sells Malabar, McCarty, Philadelphia;
Win Carroll, McGee, do; CamTeo. McCarty, Boston.
1‘lth. Sell Abby Gale, Ryan, Boston.

--I
persons indebted to B. C.
—

KfkA

Why spend so mild) in trying worthless medi- tJUU
cines, when tor do cents a remedy is at hand that much less
will cure any cold, cough, sore throat and lungs, buy.
;*w3C

or

hoarseness?

by tiie extension of a wide concrete walk the
length of Church street. It would be a great, improvement, and make a beautiful promenade.

ment

A Sunday school toucher in New
York gave a
meerschaum pipe to one of Ins scholars as a reward
"f merit.

securing

gives

Lincoln villi: Election*:
Town election in
Lineoluville Mar. 14 1*70. K. Fletcher, Hep. Moderator; F. If. Dunton, Hep. Clerk; Wm. K. Dmi'■**11, I'ein. Wm. II. Hodges, Dem. Ansel Wadsworth, Hep.
ot the Poor

Selectmen; Assessors and Overseers
D. L. Frohoek, Dem. Collector of

taxes; J. Mathews, Dem. S. s. Committee.
F. Miller, Hep. Treasurer, elected
by the Democrats over the Hep. nominee, the Democrats
running no candidate of their party for that office.
Four Democrats and four Republicans
may heennsidred an even

thing.

Bremen Election. At the tow

jj_
u

election in Bre-

the

following officers were chosen : Moderator, James A. Johnston, dem; Selectmen ami Asmen

sessors, James A. Johnston, dem., Fred Kent, conservative, Win. B. Hilton, deni.: Treasurer. A. p.
<

haney,

dem.

B. C. DINSMOKK,
71 Main Street.

Dn. Wistvu’s Balsam ok Wild Ciihrry is
combination and a form indued” for healing and
diseases of the throat. lungs, and chest. It
cures a cough by loosening ami
cleansing the lungs,
PROPOSE to sell, for CASH ONLY, our entire
and allaying irritation; thus removing the cause,
Stock ol Dry Goods, Boots and Shoes, Hats and
instead of drying up the cough and leaving the
Caps, Crockery and Furniture, at cost. Remnants ami
disease behind.
many goods at much less than cost.
We have a choice line of WOOLENS and FLAN
Tiie worst piles cured, f wish to spread
abroad the great benelit l have derived from the use NKLS lor men’s wear. Also
of Ur. Harrison’s peristaltic lozk.vuks.
Shawls,
1 have sijtfered years from the worst Piles. [ used
Beavers,
everything to no purpose, until I found the LozenCloakings,
in
less
than
a
I
mouth
was
and
ges;
have
cured,
Repellants, &c., &c.
only to resold to them when eostiyonoss returns, Linens and
White Goods of all Descriptions.
and always lind instant relief. S. O. Meal. For
Black Silks and Alpaccas,
sale at Mo. 1 Tremout Temple, Boston, by E. A.
All Wool Delains and Plaids,
Harrison A CO.. Proprietors, ami by all DrugAnd Dress Goods in great variety.
‘imoiil
gists. Mailed for 150 cents,
A lull assortment of Boots and Shoes, probably the
largest variety ot Goods of any one Store in the County.
RKi:i,fr\t«r PKIOGM ( IIIREIT.
••

Off at

Selling

a

curing

GROCERIES!

IN

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,

the most

m«S A»SA HELL lit I.

ER

Will give Piano Korte Instructions. A Pill ieation may be
made at the New iOngland House, where terms,
&c.,
may be learned.
Bellas!, March 11, lfc>?0.
spt!;!(J
Till? 4mIKE1TEMT

4^0011

to the greatest number will be infallibly secured
by a
dilfusion of the knowledge imparted in L)r. Hayes’ new
and popular medical work entitled •* THE SCIENCE

OF LIFE,

SELF-PRESERVATIONa practical
treatise upon matters deeply concerning the health and
vigor of both old aud young of both sexes. A perusal
or

of this volume has been the means of
restoring thousands to health and happiness already, aud it is destined
to a long career of usefulness. An advertisement in our
columns, under the head of The Peabody Medical Institute,” will give the reader a good idea of the work or
intentions of the author.
5w !f»sp
A

4Altl>.

desires to return his sincere thanks
citizens ot Belfast, who so generously contributed a handsome sum for his relief while
disabled by the breaking of his leg,
lwsp*

Harvey H. Smalley
to the sympathizing

married.
In Montville, March 7th, by J. llambleton, Mr. Chan.
W. Lord ami Miss Susan F. Swett, botii ol Knox.
In Liberty, March 5th, by Alvah Sherman, Ks<i„ Mr.
Edmond Prescott and Miss Hannah (Jove, both ol L.
In Eden, March 1st, Mr. Alvin D. Harden oi Trenton,
and Miss Permelia Pane of E.
In Gouldsboro, March 1st, Mr. Curtis Perry and Miss
Martha A. Tracy, both of G.
In Ellsworth, March :id, Mr. Francis G. Topsham of
Orland,and Miss Myra A. Hooper, ot West Ellsworth.
In Surry, March 5th, Mr. Abij th S. Curtis and Miss
Martha C. Trundy, both ol S.
In Cranberry Isle, March 2d, Mr. Taylor II.
Stanley
and Mrs. Hannah E, Stanley, both of C.
In Mt. Desert, March Gth, Mr. Geo. II.
Ilracey and
Miss Alice J. Jorden, both of Mt. D.

followin'*
execution,
prisoners ascended the
Boston item under the heading of An unfortn” scaffold with a firm
tread, but, when the platHe says :
liale Name.
form was reached, Bodenburg was noticed to
‘•It is related that a number of persons requiver considerably.
Religious exercises
cently formed a company to erect a large ho- were gone through with, occupying a quartel in Boston. It was agreed that the one ter of an hour. In the meantime their feet
makin<* the largest subscription to the
capital had been bound, and both men placed on the
stock should be honored by having the house drop. At this moment
Bodenburg turned to
bear his name. When the books were closed his companion, and
asked: “Am
imploringly
it was ascertained that the largest
subscrip- I not innocent?” “No,” responded the other;
tion had been made by the Attorney General “we were both in the
DIKJ).
house; both killed,
of the United States. The other stockholders both
guilty, both die together.” “Oil, God,”
wore struck with dismay, ottered that gentle- said the
other, “you can say that at the last ; Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and age, mus
paid for. 1
man 50 per cent, advance upon his
subscrip- moment. You ain’t human.” The ropes In Wa!doboro\ on the 14th inst., Mrs.
tion if he would retire from the company. He were then
Mary Howard,
about
their
when
placed
necks,
widow of Capt. Isaac Howard, aged 84 years.
accepted the offer and pocketed thousands of Bodenburg cried out, “() Lord, beyond the In Boston, March 9th. Mrs. M. J. Flowers, formerly
44.
dollars.”
skies, take my soul Into Thy Kingdom.” ofInBelfast, aged
Knox, March 8th, Alice M., daughter of Joseph
The black caps were pulled over their faces, and Lucy
A. Penny, aged 11 years, 7 months and 0 days.
A schooner lately ran into and carried away a
light-house in the British Channel, and came into and at 12.40 P. M. the upright was jerked She has gone to that rest where the weary one sleeps, i
Her form to the cold earth is given;
port with the main body of the wooden structure. out, the trap started, and the murderers tell
But her Spirit has tied to its maker at rest,
I intern and all- on tier forecastle.
about three feet, dying without a (niggle.
1 he reward ol the righteous in Heaven,
j

ENGRAVER,

OF Til ft

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO
RAILROAD

SCHOONER ERIE, ,s; tons burthen, in

tfood condition,
gain. Ajiply to
Stockton,

and

March

will be sold at

a

bar-

»i. S. STAPLES.
:iw^5*
I], lsro.

The Chesapeake and Ohio /lailroad, connect! ng the
i Atlantic coast and the mugniiicent harbors of the Chesapeake Hay with the Ohio River at a point of reliable nav1 igation, and thus, with the entire Railroad system and
water transportation of the great West and Soutfi-west,

THE MOST FASHIONABLE

forum tlie additional

HASH DRESSING

ROOMS

IN THE STATE.

Rum free to all.?
Clean Towel to every customer.
Rich and Poor served alike.
Neatness and Dispatch is cur motto.
Special attention given to Ladies’ and Cliil-1
dren’s work.

Bay

importance of this lloail a« a urw
from the West to the sea magnifies it
into one ot national consequence, and insures to it an
extensive through traffic from the day of its completion;
while, In the developement of the extensive agricultural
and mineral resources ot Virginia and West-Virginia,
It possesses, along its own line, the elements ot a large

A

full assortment of Perfumes, Hair, Oil and Pomades, foreign and American, and all Fancy Goods of the
trade constantly on hand. Prices to suit the times.
Jive us u call. Satisfaction warranted. Remember- .1. CACCIOLA’S Fashionable Hair
Dressing Rooms,
corner Main and High streets,
(up stairs) over Dr.
Moody's Drugstore.
.Unosiil

NOTICES!

Probate Court held at Reltasf, within and tor the
Waldo, on the sieond Tuesday ot March

:i

County

of
A. 1). thru,

MAVo, Administrator of the estate ot

administration

on

said estate for

Sedgwick, Alt, Desert, Alillbridge and Jonesport.
Returning will leave Alaehiasport every Tuesday
Morning at > o’clock, touching at the above named land
ings.
Steamer Lewiston will receive iruight lor the landings
the Penobscot River (as far as the ice will permit,)
be reshipped at Rockland by the Sanford Hue.
CYRUS STURDIVAJST, General Agent.
n ;o
Portland, Alarch 10, 1870.

on

allowance.

successively in the Republican
Reliant, that they may appear at a

weeks
at

Probate Court, to be held at Relfast, within and for said
on the .acond Tuesday of April next, at ten (d
the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they have,
why the same should not be allowed.
ASA fill RLOCOil, Judge
A true copy. Attest —R. P. Fnci.u, Register. Jwi’.u

County,

At

outlet

and

Probate Court held at Belfast,
County ot Waldo, on tin- second
A. 1). 1870.
a

JOHN

tiRKKI.Y, Administrator

within and tor iln
Tuesday ot March
on

the

estate

ot

local business.

profitable

Thus the

great interests, both general and local, which

demand the

completion

of the Chesapeake

Kaieuoad to the Ohio Kiver, afford the
tee oi its

and

success

value, and

Ohio

and

guaran-

surest

render it the

moat

important and auhstnntial Railroad enterprise non in progrcii in thi« Country.
Its superiority as un East and West route, and the
promise of an immense and profitable trade awaiting its
completion, have drawn to it the attention and cooperation of prominent Capitalists and Railroad men of this
city of sound judgment and known integrity, whose con
nection with it, together with that of eminent citizens
and business men of Virginia and West-Virginia, lii«ures

un

fit)

test

that the said Administrator give notice to all
interested by causing a copy ot this order to be

published three
Journal, printed

so

The

AND

Main and High streets,(up stairs)overjl)r. Moody’s
Drug Store, would call the attention ot the public to the
changes and improvements lie lias made.

corner

PROBATE

East anil H eat Trunk

imperatively demunded for the accomodation
of the immense and rapidly-growing transportation between the Atlantic seaboard and Kurope on the one
hand, and the great producing regions ot the Ohio and
Mississippi Valleys on the other.
Line,

Ordered,

iston,

COMPANY.

Schooner for Sale

count ot

CI1AUI.K8 DIOKEINU, Master.
WILL leave Railroad Wharf, every FRIDAY KVLNiNG,at lo o’clock, (commencing the 13th, inst.) lor
Alaehiasport, touching at Rockland, Canine, Deer Isle,

form ot in-

FIRST MORTGAGE BOARS

PORTLAND.

persons

Iji b w

advantageous

and

Assured that, in the selection and
negotiation ot superior Railroad Loans, we are meeting a great public
want, and rendering a valuable service—both to the
holders of Capital and to those great National works ot
internal improvement whose intrinsic merit and sub
stantial characte: entitle them to the use ot Capital and
the confidence of investors—we now offer with
special
confidence and satisfaction the

Clark, late of Franktort, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented his lust and final ac-

THES1KAMKK

suitable, safe,

Urdus may be left with Z. r. Vose, Rockland, lltvllf

rpiMoiijy
X. Kzra I,

FIliST THU’ OF THE SEASON.

success

vestment, yielding a more liberal income than can
hereafter be- derived train Government Bonds, and avaii
able to take tlieir place.

KIWI'S MKRCANTlIiK JOB PRINTING mm,
1 Exchange, cornor Pore Street,

At

MT. DESERT AND MACHIAS.

1870,

which attended our negotiaCentral Pacific Railroad
Company and the Western Pacific Railroad
Company, and the popularity and credit which these
Loans have maintained in the markets, both in this
country and Europe, have shown that the First Mortgage Bonds, of wisely-located and honorably-managed
Railroads and promptly recognized and readily taken as

No.

Stockton.

INLAND ROUTE TO

remarkable

The

ROBERTS & HICIIBORN,

~w'U»

No5, Nassau Street, New York,
February 15th,

tion of the Loans of the

Cost! JCACC 10LA having wholly refurnished his
SHAVING
HAIR DRESSING ROOMS

WE

piled on top of Mr. Sawyer, and enveloped
in buffalo robes. He seemed to be uninjured,
SPECIAL NOTICES.
and as the train stopped he got upon his teet
on the ground, but was terribly frightened,
as evinced by his remarks.
The third person
who was in the sleigh was Oliver Tracy, Esq.,
And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
agent of the Buxton Woolen Mills, and he is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
was found dead and laying against a fence by They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tlsp
the side of the road. It is thought that he
was struck by the corner of the engine and
instantly killed. The sleigh was stove to Is beyond a question the very best medicine of the day
splinters. The men were taken to Saco, and for all COLIC IIS, COLDS, Sore Til BOAT and LUNOSt
Mr. Sawyer at once conveyed to the resi- Also for Whooping Cough and Croup in Children it is
the most elective medicine ever used.
dence of a sister, where he received prompt
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines.
l’>. l'\ BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
medical attendance. He had his senses a
moo. C. (JOODWIN & CO., Boston, Agents lor New
short time, but died of his injuries that evendin 17
F.nglami.
ing at ten minutes past eight o’clock. No
blame is attached to the engineer by those
Mrs. CLARA A. SLEEPER
acquainted with the facts in Saco. A coro- rpKACIIKK OK 1’IANO KOKTIC. Residence at Mrs.
nor’s inquest will be held at Saco this
_L JIUSS*El.I,’* Congress .Street, liellast.
W Special attention given to beginners.
til l

|

FAIRS OF WOMEN’S, MISSES’and cliil
Urea’s single and double sole boots, selling
than cost for CASH. Call and see before you

Warren's Balsam will do it.

lionoralde, uutl

euergellc,

in u it ug' 4* inei

completed

The Road is

nut*

nt.

mond to the celebrated White

in operation from RichSulphur Springs ot West-

Virginia, 227 miles, and there remain but 200 miles vnow
partially constructed) to be completed, to carry it to the
proposed terminus on the Ohio river ut, or near, tlio
mouth of the Big Sandy river, 150 miles above Cincinnati, and .550 miles below Pittsburg.
Lines

now

are

Kentucky

and

projected or in progress through Ohio
point, which will couuect the

to this

and

CheMupeaUe

Ohio

with

the

eulire

Charles Nelson, late ot'-, in said County ot
■tail road sjOrnn of the Wed and Mouth*
j Waldo, deceased, having presented his linal account 01 went, and w ith the Pacific Hall road
administration on said estate tor allowance,
Ordered, That the said Groely give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copyol this order to be published
its valuable franchises and superior advantages will
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad ComCommissioners’ Notice.
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate place
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said County, pany among the richest and most powerful and trust
rnilE UNDERSIGNED, having been duly appointed
outlie second Tuesday ot April next, at ten of the clock worthy corpo rations of the country; and thorc «%I
Commissioners of Insolvency by the Honorable
before noon and shew cause, it any they have, why the i»»t** a
preienC % alue, in eonipleted road and
.Judge ot Probate, on the estate of the late Jonathan same should not bo allowed.
Treat, of Frankfort, hereby give notice that six months
work done, equal «o the entire amount of
ASA I’llirKl.OUCilf,JuUgo.
from the 8th day of Feb. 1870, are allowed for creditors
A true eoi>y. Attest -B. l\ Fikmi, Kcglster. 3w3ii
the mortgage.
to prove their claims. And that they will be present at
the hotel of 1>. N. Ewell, in Franklort, on Saturday,
At
a
Probate
The details of the Loan have been arranged with
Court
held
at
helfast, within and lor the
April Doth, at 10 o’clock. A. M.,and on Saturday, Aug.
County ot Waldo, on tin second Tuesday ot March special reference to the wants of all classes ol investors,
Oth, at lo o’clock, A. M., lor the purpose of receiving
a.
i>.
is.ro.
claims, and hearing proofs thereof.
1111.IS, Administrator of the estate of and combine the various features of convenience, safety,
JOHN WISWELL, Jit.
Oeorge White, late of I.incolnville, in said County and protection against loss or fraud.
1>. N. EWELL.
oi
Wahlo,
deceased,
having presented his first and final
The Bonds are In denominations of
:uvdi>Winterport, March h, 1870.
to

JASON

fisii!

fish!

LEWIS &
At

fisii!

CROSBY,

the Foot of MAIN STUFF

deal iii

OF ALL KINDS.
And have then fresh from the brincy depths twice a
The spotted Cod, the silvery Hake, the lively
Haddock, beautiful for chowders, the mottled Mackerel,
the ponderous Halibut, the translucent Smelt, the appe-

account ol administration on said estate Tor allowance,
together with his private claims,
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot this enter to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at helfast,that they may appear at a Probate Court,to he held at hollas!,within and tor said Couu
ty, on the second Tuesday ol April next, at ten of Undock before noon, ;ml shew cause, if any they have, why
the same should not 1a allowed.
ASA 1 111 Rl.OKiH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—h. 1*. Fikm>, Register. Jw.lG

FISH

At

tising Flounder,
there.

and the savory

Clam,—all

may be found

Shaksperc it was who exclaimed—
Flesh, flesh, how art thou Jishifled !
**

And the poet was right, as usual. He understo od the
(mention. As a diet, fish is better. Therefore should
flesh be fiahified.
Economy sanctions it, for lish is
cheaper, and quite as nutritious. It is easier of digestion. Physicians
say it nourishes the brain and strengthens the mind.
It Is not heating, begets not humors in
the blood.
Therefore, oh ye who are wise, come to the Fish Market. Order book at the store of D. Fauncc & Co.
Pcdlers supplied on liberal terms,
Lewis & CROSBY, at Lewis’ wharf.
*^7
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1870.

LUMBERMEN !
!

|

SLEEPERS WANTid. Having contracted for 10,000,
now otfer the balance to citizens adjoining the line
on the following terms, if applied for immediately
Cedar 10 cents each; Hacmetac 3s cents each ; Yellow
Ash 38 cents each; of the following demensions : *.» feet
long, 0 inches face, 0 incites thick.
Parties desiring to contract, must apply to (’. II.
WEBB, Esq.. Thorndike, or to the subscribers at their
office in Belfast.
The whole of the above sleepers will be paid for on
the 15th day of the montli succeeding their delivery alter inspection and acceptance by the chief eugincer.
WILLSON, TENNANT & CO., Contractors.
ARAILROAD

a

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol’ March,

County

week.

ton.

All I ndianapolis woman recently gave birth to
The alarm of lire on Sunday morning came from
a child during jier husband's
absence, and just lie- the burning out of a
chimney on Spring street,
lore his return the neighbors borrowed two other
babies and placed them in bed with the little which made a prodigious smoke with hut little fire.
stranger. When the lather asked to see his child
tie* coverlid was turned down, and
A Pacific U iiLito.it> Wonder. Wo last week
although he
must have been immensely surprised, lie
coolly
turned to bis wife and asked, “Did any get away?" received from Gilson Carman, Esq., of the firm of morning.
[Portland Argus.
Middleton, Carman & Co., No. TO Fulton Market,
Speaker Blaine has been in New York, "taking New
The
a
cut
of
fresh
gibbet and the hangman have just rid
York, splendid
salmon] from
something" with the Union League Club.
the Sacramento ltivcr, California. That firm lias the world of a brace of hardened wretches in
A western editor, ill response to it subscriber who
On Wednesday, Albert Von
received 10,000 pounds in a rclrigerator car, over Pennsylvania.
grumbles that his paper is intolerably damp, say :
the railroad, and were expecting six tons more. A Bodenburg and Gottlieb Bohnor, alias Dutch
"That's because there Is so much dt'r on it.*’
suffered the extreme penalty ot the
of the first lot was shipped to Liverpool by Charley,
Hallowed and Gardiner are anxious about the bio portion
law for the murder of Peter Peightal, a farmsteamer. Seven days was the time occupied in the
er of
pile of ice that threatens to sweep down the river
Huntingdon, Pa., his wife, and a little
transit from California, and probably ten days more
v, ith the
boy who lived with them. After their conspring freshet.
to Liverpool—thus
bringing Pacific coast Salmon to viction, Bohner’s principal study was how to
t he party given at the Augusta House
by Sena- table in England in seventeen days, and in good
escape death on the gallows; he feigned
>'|f Gibbs and Representative Bliss
was the most
order. The sample we received was in excellent sleep on one occasion, and, while the
guard’s
brilliant social entertainment of Hie winter.
condition, and in flavor and richness was fully back was turned, sprang upon him with the
force
and
of
a
to
a
June salmon from the Penobscot. Tims
equal
ferocity
tiger, and with a screw
MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS.
taken from his bedstead knocked him momT ankee enterprise, like the
conquering sword of
W ii.noisuitn. At tin- annual town
meeting in the old Romans, as fast as new victories are won, entarily senseless; the desperate man then
rushed through the corridor to a coton which
W.ddnhoro, on the lull, lion. Isaac Heed was turns them to account in
finding something new the
chosen Moderator, lor ihe tweiily-seeoiiil rear. The and delicious wherewith to tickle
Deputy Sheriff usually slept, and where
the palate. Mr.
a loaded pistol was always kept, but before
following town officers were elected.
Carman, whose lady is a native of Belfast, is well
the murderous weapon the guard,
I own Clerk, salllllel \\
Jackson: Seleetmen, known to our citizens as a summer
visitor, and an recovering, was upon him; a desperate
light
Henry Farrington, Milton Melntyer, Isaac Wh it; exceedingly pleasant gentleman.
ensued with varying success, until the arrival
Assessors, Atherton \V. Clark, .Samuel Farnsof a prisoner on the scene, who with a large
worth, Aaron Stahl; Town Treasurer, John RiehA paper, whose editor is renowned for his iron
poker beat the murderer over the head,
ards; Town Agent, Thomas (lenthner: Superiii- excessive modesty as well as his
ability to until, from sheer exhaustion lie succumbed,
School
news
that is sometimes reliable 'and and was taken back to his cell. When led
tending
Committee, James W. Lash; Au- gather
ditor. Samuel W. Jackson,
sometimes otherwise,
the
out for
both

—

All
Dinsmore are requested to settle
before April 1, 1870, or their bills
will be left with a lawyer for
collection.

|

Sch. trion, Capt. George F. Osborne, from Belfast
There was a lively little breach of promise ease for New York, with ice, went ashore during the
in Kentucky Iasi week, with damages laid at
$10,- gale, of Sunday, at Oak Point, in Long Island Sound.
1HM), which the fair plaintitrs father testitied was
It is thought she will come off with flic loss of
brought because the defendant "had been fooling
cargo- The Orion is a good vessel, worth ijsCOOl),
that gal long enough.”
owned by the captain, J. W. Frederick
Oo., and
The KINworlh American say- tint the youngest s.ni ot Mr * ’harles (files of North Bronkiin, others—of whom the captain only has insurance.
iged one ye ir anil seven inontiis, w bile its parents The cargo owned by K. L. Whittier and W. E.
were absent at a meeting ai Bltteliill ncrk. fell into
Bickford, is insured.
tile life anti was burned -o badly that lie lived onlv
Some of our people are discussing u city improveten hours.

BANKERS AND DEALERS

Wil

1

locally.

FISK & HATCH,

—

of the harbors of Maine and recomDesert for a naval and military station
The resolve appropriatwere read and assigned.
I'ORRliK'TKl) WEEKLY FOIi THE JOURNAL.
I here is said to 1m* a growing feeling in « anada in
to
the
Maine General Hospital ill installing $50,000
Belfast, Wednesday, March lt», 1870.
tVor of annexation to the Fnited States.
as
the
fulfill
certain
of
ments
$10,000
incorporators
drew. Who says tlie world is not progressing?
12 to 14
$7.00(0 11 Round Hog,
conditions, passed to lie engrossed. The vote lo in- Flour,
President (irant has said that lie shall probabh
1.20 to 0.00 Clear Salt Pork,
$30 to 32
'The iron for the railroad bridges, to replace that definitely postpone the Dili to increase Hu-pay of Corn Me.tl,
'■n*I in a speeial message on the deeline of A merlMeal,
1.50 to 0.00 Mutton peril*,
5 to 07
Rye
so
to
was
and
amended,
as
reconsidered
in shipping.
condemned by the Chief Engineer, was landed here memliers
0 to OS
1.10 to 1.25 Lamb per lb,
Rye,
make the pay $200, and passed to be engrossed. Corn,
1.15 to o.oo i'urkeys,per lb,
25
to 30
and
beautiis
handsome
last
week.
It
a
lot,
in Cardiner, Mrs. Kastman*- Newfoundland
very
The bill to renew the charters of certain hanks was Bailey,
dog
7o to 75 Chickens, per lb,
20 to 25
fitted.
The House insisted on its vote refusing a Beaus,
fully
ran mad, and was killed after lVautie
2.25 to 2 75 Ducks, per lb,
20 to 25
passed.
to
attempts
to the hill abolishing capital punishment Marrowfat Peas,1.25 to 1.50 Cleese,
15 to 20
•it« several persons.
Work on the piers and abutments of the railroad passage
00 to 05 Hay per ton,
$10 to is
and agreed to a conference. The (iovornor sent in Oats,
15 to 00 Lime,
$1.50 to 00
Potatoes,
The editor of a paper in Illinois, who has sufter- bridges over the Twenty-five Mile Stream and the the following communication:
Dried Apples,
12 to
1-1 Washed Wool,
3$ to 40
State ok Maine, Executive m i-'i.
I
I from the depredations of thieves, prints tiiis Sabaslieook Uiver is ! 'e'ing pushed. If no heavy
1.00 to 1.25 Unwashed Wool,
25 to 30
Cooking, do.
i
Augusta, March 11, ls:o.
paragraph: “The other night we charged a lump rains obstruct the work it will be above the reach To the Senate and
3o
33
Pulled
to
40 to 00
Butter,
Wool,
House of Representatives
••I eoal with powder.
I hiring tin* night it \v:i20 to
22 Hides.
7 to 00
Cheese,
An
act
a:*.
o!
bill
entitled
additional
to
The
chapter
't"len.
The next morning a stove was Mown of freshets by the first of April.
25
00
to
Calf
18 to oo
Skins,
the public laws of 1855, relating to the sale oi intoxicat- Kggs,
22 to 23 SheepSkins,
higher than Mr. <iilroy*> kite. We have another
75to$l
Mr. Sanborn, late of the public house at Frank- ing liquors,” has been laid before me for approval. Some Lard,
S to
10 Wood, hard,
Beef,
$0.00 to 7
of its provisions appear to be of so extraordinary a
lump charged.*’
; fort, has leased the new building at the corner of character as to suggest grave doubts of their propriety Apples, Baldwin, 2,00 too.00 Wood, soft,
$1.00 too
Ai
Marked Hall in BelfaM. recently, tin* modest Main and Pleasant streets, near the site of the rail- or
s to
10 Dry Pollock,
5 to o
but considering the remarkable eircum-' Veal,
goodetrect;
Mitor ot the liepuhliean Journal appeared as a
8 to lu j Straw,
$8 to 10
stances that the bill lias passed both Houses \\ ithout op- Dr> Cod
road depot, and w ill soon open it as a hotel,
“Benedictine Monk!!”
Marinas Ucpuhlican.
position, 1 have given it my olllcial signature.
Joshua L. Chambkkuaix.
Miss Anna Hell Baker will receive pupils for inBut he <hrived no mi< li sinner as the eondin-tor of
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
j
A hill to repeal that part of tin; Revised Statutes
the Ilepuhlii an. who will, il is feared, have to )>.* i strnetion on the piano forte. See advertisement.
Monday, March 14.
relative to usury, in consequence of an act to allow
lilTTIER
—We quoit* good New York and Vermont
Meaehed by brimstone.
Mr. < rawford. of the American House, is i|uite parties to contract any rate of Interest, caused a
dairies at .'l la:>5e
lb; pretty lair lots at30a32c, and
length}' discussion, in which Mr. Pike of Calais common grades at per
\
25:i2Se; bakers’ at IGalSo; Western at
alifornia paper sa\ s the Japanese "will win ill and confined to his room. His trouble is of a took
occasion to oppose the principle of raising tin*
and Western rolls at 20a2«e.
I0.i2.3c,
onivesal respect hy a sort of heathenish hahil
nature.
they pulmonary
rates of interest when Congress was attempting to
EGGS- Tin* market is quiet to-day, and there is very
ha\ e of minding their own business."
Messrs, llarkeix Raker, ami little demand. Buyers however would find nodillieulty
of coal ashes in the street are a nuis- reduce the same.
Tin-deposits
of Thomaston advocated the policy of let- in supplying their wants at 2sc per doz.
\ Bangor linn i- paying tint s|„vje j„
making ance. If the city authorities allow the practice, Wilson
BEANS—The market is quiet, with only a limited deting the parties take care of themselves in tins matliange.
mand i'or small lots, which are being sold at prices withwe propose to contribute the ashes and cinders ter, as in other business transactions.
in range o( quotations.* We quote choice Western pea
They have a I>eauliful voting holy in Coviliglon fr>on our steam engine and stoves to the general deBeans at s ’;30.i2. .* per bush; common do $l 75a2 2.3;
Ti.uuibi.k Accident. Saturday, as the choice
who smokes tier six* cigars a ilav.
hand-picked mediums at $1 75al S7 per bushel.
posit. which will raise a mountain high enough for
down
train
from
dun
Peas common and screened D(Joa$l 1.3; choice
hero
at
.j
Canada
Boston,
have
They
queer names over at Lewiston. The the city fathers to see.
o'clock r.M., was running at the rate of cooking $1 6o per bush.
Journal speaks of an incident that took place in
FRESH MEATS—There is not a large supply in the
Tlte following, which we liud in the Portland twelve miles an
hour, after leaving the bridge market and holders arc feeling a little tinner to-day.
that prolific locality, the ltahy Patch."
Transcript, illustrates how we sometimes have to over the Saco river, the engineer noticed Country Mutton is in light stock and holders are expecton recent quotations.
We quote
There are few sights more pathetic than !o see a go abroad to get news from home—
about 50 feet off a span of horses attached to ing an’improvement
Chicago Beef at Da 12c per lb, with an occasional sale at
poor, virtuous young man. ful! of Christian fortiA hoy in Belfast, only 10 years uld.isltound over a single sleigh in which were three men, 12 1-2a 13c; frozen Mutton sells at dare, and fresh killed
to
a
tude, struggling
moustache.
grow
in the sum of $200, charged with complicity in a
8a13c.
drivingtowards the second crossing j lie blew at POULTRY
—The market continues linn, and the sup
..Id line of battle ship Ohio, at ('baric-town case in which a girl of 15 is expecting soon to pro- the whistle and reversed the
and
as
engine,
ply of choice Turkey is light. We quote Western Turduce evidence.
na. y yard, returned from her first and only cruise
and fresh killed birds at 2'Je; Western
locomotive
the
that
had
time
covered
the
25i27c;
keys
by
of three years m duly, 1*41—twenty-eight and a
chickens 20u23c; common do 17al‘Jc.
The very interesting entertainment by the l.'nihalf years ago—and lias ever since successfully doobjects he looked from the cab window on
POTATOES—The market remains steady. GOe per bush
versalist Society will be repeated at Hayford Hall, the
bed tin-gales and waves at her present mooring.-.
opposite side from that which the} ap- for New York, and G2aG5c lor Eastern Potatoes.
on Friday evening.
is quiet and while holders
Tennyson’s Dora, dramatized, proached the crossing, hoping to see that areDRIED APPLES—Trade
A young man named Korbes. son of a former
asking our quoted rates, there is only a limited dewhich was so excellently rendered on a previuos they had crossed safely. There he beheld the mand.
We quote Eastern sliced at Id l-2al4 l-2c; do
Univcrsulist minister of that name, fell down the
occasion, will he repeated, with other entertaining two horses jumping as it were from the front quartered 12 l-2al3c; New York sliced lo l-2.ill l-2c; do
stairway of a Lewiston factory last week, and was
10 1 2alle; Ohio and Michigan sliced lualu l-2c;
novelties. There will also, after the play, be an of the engine and dashing up the road. quartered
do quartered lOc; Southern 8a0c per lb.
killed.
When the train stopped two of the men were
APPLES—The market is lirm, bill trade to-day is
entertainment specially for the young folks.
hen ill these days of "boughten hair" we exfound on the cow-catcher. One, by the name quiet. We quote $t 75a5 ft r recent receipts and$5i(ien. Webster, assessor for Uncle Samuel in this
.3 r»o per bbl lor choice lots of Greenings and Baldwins.
amine a lady's tresses.it is hard to tell which is
of J. J. Sawyer, a lumber dealer of Boston,
U AY—The market remains as previously reported, and
■switch."
is
to
the
old
children
region,
inviting
gentleman’s
was lying on his back with his head against there is a good demand at quoted rates. Wo quote prime
fhe Bangor Whig lias a great inclination to contribute their annual stipend to his support. The the
Eastern cargo at$20a23 per ton, and Vermont ami Eastof
his head ern
boiler, insensible, the back
prime by the carload at $20a24 per ton; inferior
liquids. Ila\ ing got through w ith the discussion of General does it so politely that it pains a man to stove in and otherwise injured. The second qualities
at $i » il7, and Swale
Hay at $15, per ton. New
I
hat
he
has
no
income
to
of.
York
rum. ii has turned its attention to ihe water question say
speak
llay $l‘J.i22 per ton. New York Straw $24ft25 nor
man, II. Partridge, driver of the team, was

regular trips thereafter.

OFFICE OF

A. 1). ISO.

BOWLF.R, (iuardian of Ira B. and Caroline
Brawn, minor heirs ot .John Brawn, late ot-,
in said County ot Waldo, deceased, having presented his
tirst account of Cuardianship lor allowance.
Ordered, That the said (iuardian give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican .Journal
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be laid at Belfast, within and lor said County,
on the second Tuesday ot April
next, at ten ot the clock,
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
AS V TIIURI.OCCII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fikli>, Register.
;;0

JOSKPli

$1,000, $500, $100.
They will

of the

riT!!K subscriber hereby gives public notice to ul! con.X. cerned, that he has been duly appointed an^l taken
upon himselt' the trust of Administrator of the estate
ol .John
Perry, late of l.incolnville, in the County ol
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he
theiefore requests all persons who are indebted to said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
settlement to him. ;iw2S WILLIAM lv. DUNCAN.

To the Honorable Judge ol 1‘robate lor the County of
Waldo:
We hereby agree to guarantee the prompt payments
the above deliveries in accordance with the terms of rrillE UNDERSIGNED, Guardian of Alfred J. Kob_A_ oris, ol Brooks, in said County, minor heir of AlA. HAYFOKI),
the advertisement.
lred
President B. & M L. It. It.
Roberts, late ol Brooks, in said County, deceas'>7
ed. re'spectlully represents that said minor is seize'd and
jiossessed of certain real estate, situate in the towns ol
Brooks, Knox and Monroe, in said County of Waldo,
Schooners for Sale.
viz.: all his interest in the real estate of which said de- j
ceased was seized or possessed at the time ol his deA good, fast sailing, white oak, copperthat an advantageous oiler of one thousand dol- ;
fastened schr.. carries one hundred thou- cease,
lars has been made by Adelaide S. Roberts, Louise C.
sand llangor lumber, or tin tons hay, withI). Chase, Sarah F. Roberts, Ellen W. Robout ballast, draft eight feet deep loaded, Libby, Abby
Isabel E. Roberts and Allred E. Chase, of said
well found and in good order. Also a good erts,
which
oiler it is lor the interest of all concerned
Brooks,
scnooner, qscow; carries one hundred ami hlteen thoulo accept, the proceeds thereof to be put
sand Bangor lumber on eight leet draft, well found and immediately
out on interest tor the benefit of said minor.
in good order. Both vessels are. now at this port and
WiiKRKi >kk your petitioner prays your honor to grant
will be sold low lor cash if applied tor soon.

Room to Let-

Yellow Ash Wanted-

A

QUANTITY of sticks of Yellow Ash, from 30 to
40 feet long, to bo hauled during the winter. Apply

editor of this paper.
Dec. 13, 1860.

to the

O POKES?

istf&t

SPOKES!^

The subscriber has just received from New Hampshire,
Ten Thousand best Hickory and White Oak Spokes,
form 1 1-8 to \l 1-2 inches. Please call and examine said
Spokes at No. 1, PHENIX ROW.

t!27

OAKES ANGIER.

Fishing

Vessel for Sale.

THE schooner SENATOR, III tons O. M.
in good order and well found in sails,
rigging, cable, Sec. Will be sold very low.

Is

E, It.

her

a

license to sell and convey said real estate ot said

minor, (including Hie reversion of the widow’s dower
thereon.) to said parlies for said sum.
SARAH A. ROBERTS.

GARDNER,

Jtuckspoit,

H• COOPER is still at the old stand of
1IALLS & COOPER,
where he will keep constantly on hand a good assortment of Lumber, Cement, Lime, Maori and
llalr, also Corn, Flour and < Jroceries.
Thankful for past favors he respectfully solicits a continuance ol the same.
M. K.COOPER.
H- Hast, Feb. 10, 1«?0.
tt;'*

unless

reassigned

to

bearer;

or

The coupons may be detached and cancelled, the Bond
made ^permanent Registered Rond, transferable only on
the books of the Company, and the interest made pay
able only to the registered owner or his attorney.
The three classes will be known

“Coupon

l»t.
*i«l.

Ho ml*

respectively

payable

to

as :

bearer.

llcKideml lloiul nidi Coupon*

ul-

Coclieil.’'

Re^iiteml

lftontl*

detached," anil should be

pondents in specifying

so

nidi

C'oupom

designated by

the class ot

Corres-

Bonds desired.

They have diirlv year* to run irom January 15,
1870, with interest at six per cent per annum from
November 1, 1S0‘J. Principal and interest pa*
ABLE

GOLD

IN

IN TICK CITY OK NEW

it

YORK.

November, that
payable
may take the place of that of the earlier Issues ol
in May and

Five-Twenties, and suit the convenience of our friends
who already hold Central and Western Pacific Bonds,
with interest payable hi January and July, and who
may desire, in making additional investments, to have
their

interest receivable at dltlerent

seasons

ot

the

year.
The Loan is secured by u mortgage upon the entire
Line ot Road from Richmond to the Ohio River, with
the equipment and all other property and appurtenances
connected therewith.
A

Sinking Fund

VIDEO

FOR THE

EFFECT

ONE

Road.

ot

$100,000

REDEMPTION

YEAR AFTER

OF

THE

per
THE

annum

is pro

llONDS, TO

COMPLETION

Ot

TAKE
THE

>

The mortgage is lor $1.»,000,000, of which $-*,000,0oo
will be reserved and held In trust lor the redemption ot
outstanding Bonds of the Virginia Central Jiailroaif
Company,now merged in the Chesapeak and Ohio.

remaining $13,000,000, a sutlieiont amount will
complete the road to the Ohio river, perfect
and improve the portion now in operation, and thoroughly equip the whole for a large and active traffic.
Of tlic

be sold to

a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and tor the
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot March.
A. 1). 1S70.
PON the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the pcti- i
The present price is 90 and accrued interest.
tioncr give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon,
A Loan so amply secured, so carefully guarded, and
to be published three weeks successively in the Republiso certain hereafter to command u prominent place
can Journal, a paper printed at Beltast, that
they may
appear at a Probate Court, .to be held at the Probate among the favorite securities In the markets, both ot
Office in Belfast aforesaid, on tiie second Tuesday ot this
Country and Europe, will be at once appreciated
April next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew and
quickly absorbed.
cause, if any they have, why the same should not be
ASA
granted.
Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fiuli>, Register. Jw'Ui
Very respectfully,

At

Boom in City Block, over Isaac Allard’s store,
under the Journal otlloe. Apply to the editor
paper.
tf25
Belfast, Dec. 22.

T11Kand
of this

Company,

The interest is

oi

JOHN AT WOOD.
tiwiil*

Coupon Ronds,payable to Oetirthat form ; or

us

The Bond may be registered in the name oi the owner,
coupons remaining payable to bearer attached,
the principal being then transferable only on the books

we

Wluterport, March .'1, 1870.

issued

with the

*<l.
fill IK subscriber hereby give public notice to all coujL
cerncd, that she has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust ot Administratrix >f the estate el Putnam Simon ton, late ot Searsport in the County
ol Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs;
she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to
said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the
same for settlement to her.
KMILY J. SI MON TON

be

er, and may be held In

U

i'flURLOUGH,

BANKRUPTCY NOTICES.
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
next Court of Bankruptcy, for the County ol
be held at Belfast, April >, 1870, at
DETER T1IACIIER.
o’clock,
Register 5th District, Maine.
Belfast, March 3,1870.
apr2

FISK & HATCH,
Rankers.

will
THEWaldo,
'i
D. M.

Distukt Court

Status.

of tiik

District

In the matter of

ol

IJmtkd

Maine.

In

ItANKiiurrt'Y.

WILLIAM I\ COLEMAN,

Bankrupt.

P. S.—We have issued pamphlets containing
ticulars, statistical details, maps, etc., which
furnished upon application.

lull parwill be

We buy and sell Government Bond:*, and receive
general meeting of the creditors of said
JL Bankrupt, will be held at Belfast, in said Dis- the accounts of Banks, Bankers, Corporations, and
of
A.
on
the
second
D.
April,
trict,
day
Isro, at .*{ others, subject to check at sight, and allow interest on
o’clock, I*. M., at the ollice of Peter Thatcher, Esq., one
3mos33
daily balances.
of the Registers in Bankruptcy in said District, to wit
at the office of the Register ot Probate, for the purposes’
in
section
of
named
the twenty-seventh
the Bankrupt Act

rpiIE

fourth

ot March :d, In.:.
B.-lla I, March

MARSH \U. D A \

S, Iv.d.

IS, Assignee

^v'>-

INCONSTANT.
Inconstant! Oh, my God!

Florida Correspondence Fort Gaines Mirror.

ftefo J-bbcrtisemcnts.

TERRIFIC BATTLE OF BEASTS.

a single thought of thee
Sends all my shivering blood
my heart in thrills of cestaey !

The perigrinations of showmen are beset
with numerous difficulties while pursuing
Hack on
their daily avocations in this our Southern
Inconstant! When to sleep
which, with the usual winter rains,
country,
And dream that thou art near me, is to learn,
heavy roads, and fording ot streams,to makes
So much of heaven. I weep
make
it very difficult for the managers
Hocattsc the earth and morning must return.
the promises of the agents. Such was
good
Inconstant! Ah! too true!
the ease with John Robinson s Circus and
Tinned from the rightful shelter of thy breast.
flutters
Managerie a few days since.
>1- tired heart
through
■\Vlnle performing iii Tallahassee, Fla., it
The changeful'world—a bird without a nest.
was mentioned to Mr. J. F. Robinson, Jr.,
Inconstant to the crowd
that lie might expect some difficulty in passThrough which I pass, as, to the skies aboie,
ing through a long and dismal swamp beThe fickle summer cloud.
tween that place and Quincy, on account of
Hut not to thee. <>h, not to thee, dear love!
the large number of alligators which infested
I may bo false to all
the ion! at this particular locality, and who
On earth beside, and every tender tie
Which seems to hold in thrall
are at this season of the year very ferocious,
This weary life of mine, may lie a lie.
and on the watch for any unfortunate mule
or horse that may become entangled in the
But true as God's own truth.
numerous roots, quick-sands and holes, which
Mv steadfast heart turns backward ever more.
To that sweet time of youth
abound at the ford; but lie replied, as the
shore?
Whose golden tide beats such a barren
agent had already made the arrangements
Inconstant! Not mv own
tin1 him to go through, and it was not his
The band which builds this wall between our lives: nature to turn back, he had nothing left but
On its cold shadow, grown
to follow,
good fortrusting to his previous
To perfect shape, the flower of love survives.
The result of his
tune in getting thus far.
God knows that I would give
decision, although anticipating some difficulty
Ail other jovs, the sweetest and the best.
was far more serious than he anticipated.
For one short hour to live
At 3 o'clock r. M. on Tuesday, Jan. 25th,
('lose to tliv heart, its comfort and its re-t.
Prof. Lewis Huston, who had charge of the
But life is not all dark;
animals, started with the elephant Empress,
The sunlight gladdens many a hidden slope.
the large Baetrian camel, the beautiful AraThe dove shall tind its ark
Of peaceful refuge and of patient hope.
bian white camel, a fine thoroughbred mare
and colt, and two spotted coach dogs, to
I yet shall be possessed
make the trip to Quincy, although repeated< >( woman's meed—my small world set apart!
Home, love, protection, rest.
ly warned not to attempt the passage of the
And children's voices.singing through my heart.
howswamp in any other than daylight. He,
Before approaching
ever, went through.
By God's help, I will ire
A faithful mother and a tender wife:
the ford an occasional bellow or roar was
Perhaps even more, that He
heard, betokening that the inhabitants of
Ha- .-hastened the best glory from my life.
the locality had not retired for the night, and
But sacred to his ios-.
a sudden plunge and plash in the water
be:
of
heart
shall
chamlier
sweet
One white
my
would denote that the enemy were on the
Xo foot shall ever cross
alert lor mischief.
The silent portal sealed to love and thee.
The elephant would every few steps throw
And sometimes when my lips
her trunk aloft, emitting at the same time a
Are to mv tirst-born’s clinging, close and long.
loud screech of defiance, the camels uttering
Draining with bee-like sips
low moans, while the horses almost refused
A- it- sweet lily heart, will it be wrong,
to stir, and stood trembling with fear, while
If, for an instant, wild
the dogs kept up an incessant howling. ApWith precious pain, I put the truth aside.
And dream it is thy child
proaching the water of the ford, Houston
That I :un fondling with such fender pride !determined upon the immediate passage
through, before the alligators had time to
And when another’s head
summon their crew.
Sleep- on thy heart, if it should ever seem
To be my own instead.
Bidding the elephant enter, she stepped
Oil .Marling, bold it ("loser for the dream.
boldly in, at the same time lashing the water
God will forgiv., die sin,
furiously with her trunk, the camels horses
and dogs following close in the rear, lie
It -in it i-. our lives are swept so dry.
So cold, so passion-clear.
had passed two-tlurds of the way when a
Tuank Him death comes at last—andos good-bye.
sharp yelp of pain from one of the dogs and
his sudden disappearance denoted that the
WHAT DO WE LIVE FOR ?
swamp fiends were at work, and Indore he
could collect his thoughts the other dog went
IIY JEXMB E. HAIGHT.
under with a long death howl.
lie now began to think of hi- ow n afety,
What do we life for ?
and calling to the elephant commanded her
Is labor so lowly.
Toil so ignoble, we shrink from its -tain!
.Soon a fearful roar was
to turn, as she did.
Think it not—labor
heard from the large Bactrian camel, who
Is God-like and holy :
had at that instant been attacked. The waHe that is idle is living in vain.
The roarter seemed alive with alligators
What do we live for!
bellowing and screeching of elephant,
ing,
Creation is groaning.
camels and alligators were terrific. They
Her desolate places are yet to be built:
would throw their ponderous jaws open and
The voice of the years
tear huge pieces of flesh from the poor camSwells deeper the moaning.
A- time rolls along the dark tide of guilt.
el, while the poor brute would utter heartrending moans and cries for relief.
What do we live for?
In the meantime the elephant was not idle.
The question is sounding
Ever solicitous for the welfare of her keeper
I.ow is the silence, and loud in the din.
and companions, she had, at the moment of
And to each heart-ear
With warm pulses bounding.
them safely landed upon the opposite
seeing
Answers come thronging, without and within. shore, rushed back to the assistance of her
friend, the camel, who, by this time, was
What do we live for?
We live to he waging
nearly gone; and by creating the greatest
furore among the assailants, succeeded in
Battle, unceasing, with in-dwelling sin :
We live to tight on.
bringing the head of the camel to the shore,
In conflict engaging
that portion being all that remained of the
Temptations without and pas,ions within.
poor animal.
Inconstant! When

What do we live for?
To sow by all waters,
Fruit-hearing seeds of deeds for all years:
To toil in the ranks
With earth's sons and daughters,
Thankfully striving with doubting* and fears.

Counsellor and

■«*
AGINTS WANTED.—^
THE EXPOSE, mmrAVfSSSSrnJ
«

“

By

j

In the confusion that ensued Houston did
not miss the colt until warned by a shrill
scream or neigh, which seemed to come from

several rods behind. Upon rushing down
the stream a few yards a terrible scene was
presented to his view. It would seem that
What do we live for?
the denizens of the Chattahooehes swamp for
We live not to rust out.
miles around had become cognizant of some
Slotlifiilly standing aloft from the strife:
A thousands times better,
extra attraction at that particular point on
More noble to wear out,
this night, and had started for the rendezvous,
Battered and burned in the hot forge of life.
and upon reaching the scene of action had
unexpectedly encountered both food and opMAGGIE’S GONE.
position at the same time, for simultaneous
The following poem was written by Ralph Waldo with the meeting of the colt they met their
an awful battle ensued.
Kmorson on the eve of Miss Maggie Mitchell’s de- pursuers and
Several times it seemed as if the colt would
parture from Boston:
escape and regain the shore, so busy were
Drop the curtain, and pnt out the lights
the alligators in destroying each other; but
And alone, in the dark of the darkest
nights.
Bet the theatre dream of the glory shed
just before the poor creature would reach the
1- nun tin' star bright brow of the charmer fled.
land some monster, more ravenous than
Maggie's gone.
brave, would leave the melee, pursue and
And all the passions line and
drag it back iuto deep water, and finally it
strong
Told in story and sung in song,
became exhausted and fell an easy prey to
In eye-flush felt or tear-drop seen,
the fearful reptiles, while Prof. Houston
Have vanished with the vanished
Queen.
stood looking on with blanched and terrified
Maggie’s gone.
looks, wholly unable to render the least assisQucm never passed from palace door
tance, threatened with a terrible death should
With retinue half so grand liefore;
lie even attempt it.
As the love and prayers that
brighted the way
<>f one who made night more lovely than
As he turned to retrace his steps toward
day.
the place where he left the remaining animals
Maggie’s gone.
he counted the cost, lie had made the pasActors 1 what have you now to show?
1 our guests have much to remember, vott
but a terrible sacrifice. lie had started
know,
sage,
Ami eyes that seem to look at your plav.
with an elephant, two camels, two dogs, and
Mav see but the glory that’s faded
away.
Hu came out with an elephant,
two horses.
Maggie's gone.
one camel and one horse.
The camel was
Alone by itselt, tie* fond heart keeps
valued at $5,000, and very rare. The colt
Its tryst with memory, in secret
deeps;
Mr. Robinson had repeatedly refused $1,000
And only one can restore the grace
for. It will be many a long year before Mr.
And beauty that lately illumined the
place,
Houston will forget the horrors of passing
Maggie’s gone.
through a Florida swamp at night.
Drop the curtain and put out the lights;
1 la* soul has a theatre with charmed
rights;
•Vnil the dream-elves may lead us wherever tlicv
will,
SALE OF OFFICES.
But the beautiful Fanehon is
played there still.
The sale of cadetships by members of ConMaggie’s gone.
gress is but a small matter when compared
with other corrupt practices of leading men
DREADFUL RAILROAD ACCIDENT.
in the Government. Congressmen make a
A fearful accident oecured atiout 4 o'clock on business of
trailicing in appointments. But
Friday afternoon to the regular morning train on if the fact that a
Congressman has procured
the Mississippi Central railroad, for Xew Orleans.
The train leaving Humboldt behind time, rapidly the appointment of a man to any office from
approached Bucknet’s tressle, which is forty feet whom he has received money convicts him
high, and over a ravine. The engine crossed safe- of selling the appointment, then does not the
ly, but the remainder of the train ran off the track, same fact in the President convict him ot the
crushing the tressle and completely wrecking the same offence? And what are a few of the
baggage, mail, express, and three passenger cars.
The cause of the accident is believed to have been facts in Grant's case? Stewart raised and
the unsound condition of the tressel timbers, which gave the money to purchase a house in Washpermitted rail to slip out of place, and thus switchfor Grant, and Stewart was made Seced off the ears, which crushed through the tressel ington
retary of the Treasury. Borie did the same
or plunged into the ditch.
Every car was utterly in
respect to Grant’s Philadelphia house, and
destroyed. The baggage, mail and express freights
broke loose, and was scattered on the sides of the Borie was appointed Secretary of the Navy.
ravine, into which the train plunged. The first and Hoar gave Grant a valuable library, and was
second passenger cars were shattered into pieces.
General. Fish was a
The remaining passenger car kept its place on the appointed Attorney
track, while the forward end rested on the wreck generous contributor to the “Gilt Enterprise,”
Grinof the second car in the ravine, at an inclination of and he was made Secretary of State.
30 degrees.
nell gave liberally for the house, and he was
the
killed
was
Col.
a
Among
Si>cers, planter re- made Collector at'New York. Butterfield ensiding 14 miles from Jackson, who was returning
the house “testimonial,’’ and he
from Chicago with 30 laborers; also, Mr. S. C. gineered
Mooreliouse, ot Elkord, Indiana. Mrs. Derkan K. was made Sub-Treasurer at New York ; and
Farrell, who had just arrived from Scotland via we might extend the list almost indefinitely.
Xew York and J. McDonald. .Supervisor of the
Now if the sale of a petty cadetship'is
Southern end of the road. The names of the others such a crime and
such proof of rottenness,
could not be ascertained, but they are believed to
what are we to consider the sale of Cabinet
have been from the West and South.
Among the injured was Miss Aggie Elliott, of and other high appointments ? If the one exXew York, who was fastened for an hour in the cites such virtuous indignation in and out of
wreck by the side of five men who were killed, but Congress, what
ought to be the feeling in reshe was rescued without apparent injury except a
to the other?
If Whittemore is to be
badly mashed hand. Col. Samuel Tate," President gard
for his petty offence, why should not
of tlie road, was nearly suffocated by a pile of pas- expelled
Grant be impeached for his long series of
sengers lieiug thrown upon him in "the wreck, but
he is now comfortable. One man’s leg was badly much more grave offences of the same nabroken and another's knee was crushed. Many ture?
were cut and bruised, and three or four are sufferNow the treatment of Whittemore will ining severe internal injuries.
A special train from Louisville was only half an dicate the feelings of the House in regard to
hour behind tlie wrecked train, with a large party Grant’s gross corruption in the disposal of the
of Northern and Western railroad men, with their
highest offices under him. If he is expelled,
ladies and a few passengers, including John. E. it must be
regarded, as it will be tointended,
Bussell and wife, Mr. J. W. Simonton, General
as a stern rebuke and
warning
Grant;
Agent of the Associated Press, and his wife of Xew
York, and Mr. Gordonof New Orleans. The party but if he is not expelled, it will be because a
of
the
Radicals
are all safe, and assisted in
are
not
able
to
screw
succouring the victims majority
of the wreck.
their courage up to the sticking point as to
The wounded were chiefly brought to Oxford,
Grant. As corrupt and criminal as Whittewhere the citizens profferevery assistance possible.
more’s offence is, it is small and venial comMr. II. C. McCarty, of Pulaski, N. V., mail
agent
of the train, lightly burned, but declined medical pared to those of Grant in the same line;
aid.
and his is but one, while Grant’s are counted
A special despatch from Oxford, Miss., savs that
by the score. [N. II. Patriot.

PHILO CHASE,

17 Iiersons were killed by the railroad accident,
among whom were Col. Speers, of Brandon. Miss..
Miss McDonald, the road master, two ladies and
Capt. C. F. Hall proposes to make another
two children, names unknown. The remainder of
tin* killed, with five exceptions, were emigrants en search for a North East passage, lie intend#
route to Texas. Aliout 14 or 15 passengers were to start with a 150-ton steam propeller, to be
wounded, several fatally. Mr. McDonald's body provided with sails. lie will also have a
was horribly mangled and hardly recognizable.
topsail schooner of about 150 tous. His
The train, with the exception of the engine, is a
route will be into .Jones’ Sound, and thence
completely Wreck. Richard Busteed, a son of Wm.
II. Busteed of New York, is also among the injur- by sea and land as circumstances favor to the
ed. Tills is not Judge Busteed.
pole.

a

Sister of

High l’riest,

a

and

a

14 W.U.L STREET,

resident for 15 years

Xew

Price.
Pages 4?*£.
among them. Illustrated.
Giving a lull and authentic account of their moral, social and political condition to the present time, and of
the mysteries and workings of l,olyjraiii.v. Full of
startling facts and astonishing disclosures. Sold only
by subscription. Kxohisive territory given. C’iiculars
and sample sheets sent tree. Address
BHLKXAP & BLISS, Hartford, Conn.

Agent**

Attorney at Law,

G

si

LOMBARD,

KWEO.X

Mauteil for file .\ew Rook
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SECRETS OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

P

DIVTINT,

".*•

CUI’ROH STUCK, I',

By a Prominent Officer of theTreasury Service,
the Reve-

of II

11'i

tf.1

Oxidi* (i.ti

showing up the secrets and inner workings ot
Department, the Whiskey Ring, Gold King, and
Drawback Frauds, Systematic Robbery, jDepredatious,
Conspiracies and Raids on the Government. Malfeasance,
Tyranny and Corruption of high Officials. The most
startling and important book published. Containing
about 500 well-tilled pages, spiritedly illustrated. !
Send lor Circular
Sold by Mibtfcription only

York.

Ktlior

or

tyforil Block.
BKJ.KAST, MAI.n

;

idministciv J.

nue

and

special terms.
Philadelphia,

*».

i:

fl'W. FLIXT. Publisher.
111., or Cincinnati, O.

n ft o *

i tt<hi\l >

a

Belfast, Maine.
G ill BE FORFEITED B\ DR. • Dl.\
w*:!
"
it (ailing to cur*- in loss time than hi,
V» )' /*
other p
effectually and permanently, wit
I
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never fail to accomplish all that is claimed for it.
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desirable investment in the market.
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before the decision of the Commissioner was received—
and investors will tind it for their advantage to send in
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For fiie Delicate Skin of Ladies and

SHERMAN HOUSE, BOSTON.
Formerly Hancock House, Court Square.
KEPT ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

1

/looms, (hie Dollar per day for each person.
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li. SWAN & CO., lowing purchased the
Siore;., .Storehouses and Wimri of II. J. ANDERSON, .Ik., are now opening nn entire new stock,
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Inviolable Skgrksv
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NEW GOODS
&c.

Geo. O. Hailey,
his taken the store formerly occupied by F. A. Knowlton, at the toot of Main street, and is opening tin entire i
new stock, which will bo sold at prices to suit the times.

|

and

Certain

Relief,

THE

special accommodation.
DR. DI\ having devoted

over twenty years to this
branch d the treatment ot all diseases
females, if is n w conceded by all, (both in this conn
try and Europe,; that he excels all other known praetic
loners in the sab
speedy and effectual treatment ot ull
lemale complaints.
His medicines ire prepared with the express
purpose
of '•moving all i;-.vises, such as debility, weakuess. un
natural .suppressions. enlargements ot the womb, also all
" hieh flow from a morbid state of
dGcnaiv
the blood,
t be Doctor is now Billy prepared to treat in his
peculiar
styb-, both medically and surgically, all discuses of the
f<• ui:il»*
x, and Hu y are
respectfully iuvited to cull at

particular

peculiar

to

ll'ulii

ott

ktreef.

Ko»i«n>

All letters requiring advice must contain
injure an answer.
Boston, .Ian. 1 l^r-lyr

t!23

lyrl

LADIES. —The celebrated DR. L, D1X
I particularly invites all Ladles who need a Medical or
Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms, 21 Kndicott St
Boston, Mass., which they will lind arranged for their
rl'M)

.\o. 21

GEO. 0. BAILEY.
Belfast, Dec. H, 1800.

ES, No.

N. B.—I>r.
on

New York Office 27 BEEKMAN ST.

Invigorator CORN, FLOUR, GROCERIES.

Removes from the system the 111 effects caused by the oxcessve use of alcholic liquors, and effectually destroys
the appetite for these stimulants. It gives tone to debilitated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is removed from
the system, thereby restoring It to normal hoaltlilul condition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, K idney Com-

ache,

©

^3

The above medicines cures Cancer, Scrofula, rumors
of all kinds, all diseases .»! the skin, Dicers of the throat
IM' TI AKD H. MOOD*
catarrh, rheumatism, &c.
trw

WEor Sale at CALVIN HERVEY’S, Agent, Belfast.
1115
JAMES EMERY, Jeweler, Bucksport.

Dr. Ham’s Aromatic

Sick

M

supply

FOB

K. 11. Mi)OI)V,

or

A

VXIVERUTl' MEUiClSfEM.

Belfast.

that all

and
cheap
prices,
J and not to be undersold in the State.
IOOK.
see our

nnilE

Medical Treatise

ear-,

HAY

Sprains, Dysentery.

ac

the

for

desiring an agency tor the sale of the University
Medicines.
F. P. HENDERSON, M. D., Consulting. Physician,
Medical Advice, tree. Otlice;
cases cured by Contract.
hours, from ,S o’clock in the morning to s o’clock in the |
evening. Address all letters to
HENDERSON & STAPLES, Agents.
University Brunch, 2*»0 Congre ss St.,
Portland’ Maine.
tfg;t
X

at
large stock
IOOK
J
TURK. PINE CHAMBER
&c.

o

Me.

one

ever

? LOOK ! at the quality and
CUSTOM MADE WALNUT and

fU
*4-4

tree, containing important Physiological information
tor everybody. Agents wanted in every town in tht
State. We would be pleased to communicate with any

Purnituro

only

«

Colic, Cramps,
Bites amt Stings,

cs

lYIYKIlHlTY
neOKIIEN. These Curatives are the favorite prescriptions of the New \ ork
Medical University. What may seem almost incredible
is the astonishing rapidity with which they cure di-A valuable Hook
eases hitherto considered incurable.

No. 11 PHOENIX HOW.
3XT ew

a
r-H

BRANCH,

AND

LOOK!

A

Yurrn

"i

'.ure

Burns,

©

STAPLES, Agents
State of Maine.
We have just arrived in
UKNDERSON
PORTLAND with
full
ot the celebrated
a

I

>
W

For

C/3

NEW YORK

250 CONGRESS
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A Sure Cure and Instant Relief.

*r-J

Me.

INTO

ASSOCIATION. V

INSTITUTE,

House.

Entitled SEXUAL

Belfast,

tt.C

Special Agents.

LOOK!

<

MEDICAL

A

THE

Exhausted
Yitai.l'iy, Premature 1)E« link in
Man, Ner\*»rs and I'uv.sioal Debility, Uypooh
*n di*ia, ..iiii .ill other diseases arising from the Errors

Address,
EAIO.lf A ( O..

r ID I <

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

FRANKLIN

H
on

President.

J. I. WATTS, General Agent, South lirooks,

w
p

«

(■reeu'u Laiidiin;, M«*.
For Sale, Wholesale and Retail, by
S. I. HOWES A CO.

SAMUEL T. HOWARD,

Europe.

©

Mailed

HON.

>»

a

provision,

States

Instant Relief from Pain!

w

Revere

SCIENCE OK LIFE,

nu

r—4

BY

MEDICAL

1000 Copies Sold tiio Last Yoar.

I) It. FOSTER’S

CD

more

PEABODY

Opposite

o

ft

this Company, by which after the payment of five or
annual premiums, they may be converted into Annuities.
This provision is in addition to the ordinary lion-forfeiting character of the Policies of this or any other
Company. Policy holders participate in the profits of
the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, for the
payment of renewal premiums,
Dividends applied at the option of the assured.
No restriction upon residence or travel in the United

by

PUBLISHED

*1

lO

bfi

o

Company issues all kinds ol Life and Endow
rpillIS
I ment Insurance Policies. Especial attention is
contained in Policies issued
called to a new

MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD.

SARD’S

'£

p

YORK

of the Stomach and

MTIIE

CO

o

William Street.

and EYE GLASSES.

(*l av’s Linen dollars and

p

—OF—

An

1\ o.

CO

o

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

I.

SI,

o.

g

FILLS.

uiitailing remover of obstructions, and a certain
regulator of the monthly turn. Infallible, Harmless
and Trustworthy. Sent free by mail to any address on
receipt of One Dollar.

—CUT AT—

iy4

>1

All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to
insure an answ cr.
Adtlress Dk. L.Dix.No. 21 Endicott st. Boston, Mass.
Boston Jan. 1 1&70—1 ir

SHIRT PATTERNS

u

our

OU
SOULFASCINATION
CHARMING .—400 pages; eioth. This wonderful
to
fascinbook has full instructions to enable the reader
Mesmerism,
ate either sex, or any animal, at will.
Spiritualism, aud hundreds of other curious experiments. It can be obtained by sending address, with postage, to T. W. EVANS & CO., No. 41 South Eighth
Street, Philadelphia.

wiii

>

THE EXCELSIOR

WHY

AT I. AST.—Watches superseded. The
Dollar Time Keeper. A perfect Cem. Elecased in Oroi<le of Gold, superior compass attachment, enameled dial, silver ami brass works, glass crystal, size of ladies’ watch. Will denote correct time,
warranted live years, superb aud showy case, entirely ot
Is entirely new,
metal. This is no nooil compass.
sold in three weeks. Only *1 each,
patented,
in neat case, mailed lree. Trade supplied.
three for
Address K. C. CHASE & CO., .Springfield, Muss.

they

o

“Buy Me, and. I’ll Do You Good.”
l)u. Langley'* llont anil Herb Ritters area
sure remedy for Livt-i Complaint in all its forms, Uumors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Indigestion, .Jaundice, Headache and Billious
Diseases, General Debility, &c., They cleanse the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite, purify
the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare
it to resist diseases of all kinds. GUO. C. GOODWIN
& C<>., Boston. Sold by all Druggists.

or

one

doll*

r

to

FOR SALE.

SAVE THE CHILDREN.

Billiard Tables at Reduced Pricon

Multitude* of them sutler, linger, and die, because ot
Pin-Worms. The > 1.1 y effectual remedy for these most
troublesome and dangerous of all worms, in children or
adults, is found in DK. GOl I.1>'S PIN-WOBM SYUl’P.
Purely vegetable; -.ifi and certain. \ valuable cathartic
and beneficial to health. UK0. C, GOODWIN 8t t o.’
Boston, and all >h agei^ts.

and second-hand carom or four pockets, all
sizes, with the latest eouibiu itiou spring cushions,
better than all the patent humbug standard Keces or
whalebone cushions. Catgut cushions excluded. Please
II.IIKIMS tor. .Sudcall before purchasing el-••when
'»
bury street Boston.

NT.W

a Cough, and
This well-known remedy does not
leave the cause behind, as is the case with most ureoai
ations; but it loosens ami cleanses the lungs, and allays
Irritation, thus removing (he cause of the complaint.
s..|.t
SKT11 W FOWI.F. .t SON. rroprietors Huston
ami dealers m iiuntic h.ea ceuc: ally
by

dry'up

druggists

Mil 1

t

